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.ntroduction 

:illiam 8hakespeare
s Rf`e^da II is often eclipsed among the histories by better, 

known works like HbQdu VRd Rf`e^da III, plays that offer perhaps a bit more "sound and 

fury" to modern audiences- Rf`e^da II is of course an important component of the saga of 

the Aritish monarchy that 8hakespeare constructs+ and that alone would recommend it: 

but it is also a very well,crafted work in its own right- It presents the audience with an 

opportunity to watch the destruction of a man who thought himself literally anointed by 

*od to hold his kingly office+ and to empathize with him if not particularly like him- 

8hakespeare does not gloat over the fall of 7ichard ..+ but uses him to hold a glass up to 

the audience and invite them to contemplate their own humanity+ their own identities+ and 

their own place in a world not of their making- 

7his paper will argue that 8hakespeare
s project is essentially egP^Q; to alter the 

words of /ohn 2ilton slightly+ 8hakespeare is out to justify the ways of men to 

themselves- )urther+ it will examine 8hakespeare
s PbfeRa, his strategy of "intangling" 

the reader+ and ultimately make an argument about the way Rf`e^da II works- 7he critical 

perspective developed by 2ilton scholar 8tanley )ish in his seminal 0856 book Sgdbdfeba 

_u SfQ, which seeks to make sense of M^d^afeb /Ref, will be considered in light of its 

possible application to Rf`e^da II; it will be shown that the play can be best understood 

through the lens of )ish
s insight+ which uniquely illuminates the genius of :illiam 

8hakespeare-
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8hakespeare and 2ilton 


7here is some inherent worth in comparing the work of great poets+ particularly if 

they are rough contemporaries: we may glean a sense of:illiam 8hakespeare
s poetic 

ideals by looking briefly into his sonnets+ and by contrasting his work against similar 

themes in the work of another great poet of the era+ /ohn 2ilton+ but of course we must 

begin and end with 8hakespeare- 

)or 8hakespeare+ his mistress
 eyes are famously "nothing like the sun" �8onnet 

02/+ 0(- "[+Ber breasts are dun+" and her breath "reeks" forth �2+ 7(- +er voice is not 

music+ and her feet are held firmly to earth like anyone else
s �0/+ 01(- 8till+ the poet 

swears by +eaven that he loves this very real woman better than "any she belied with 

false compare" �03(- 4ne gets the sense that 8hakespeare might have said "she puts her 

pants on one leg at a time+" had he shared our idiom- 8onnet 02/ is justifiably famous for 

its cheeky refutation of the abstractions and excess of sonnets in the 5etrarchan mode+ 

and it is beloved of lovers who love with both eyes open+ conscious of their lovers
 feet 

of clay- It also provides a blazingly clear insight into 8hakespeare
s project: 8hakespeare 

is concerned with people+ with feb egP^Q `RQafffRQ as lived experience+ not as a 

philosophical or theological abstract- +e is interested+ as any thinking person is+ in what it 

Pb^Qe to be human: he is also keenly and uniquely interested in what it
s QfPb to be 

human-

.n similar fashion+ 8onnet 18 �":hen in Cisgrace with )ortune and 2en
s (yes"( 

turns 8hakespeare
s humanism upon the narrative self: in its dreadful melancholy 

8hakespeare again presents the reader with his meditations on the experience of being 

human- 7he poet weeps for himself in his "outcast state+" and "trouble[ sB deaf heaven 
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with [hisB bootless cries" �1,2(- +e lists his barren envy of men who have more friends+ 

greater talents+ better looks �4,6(- +e thinks least of those things which bring him greatest 

joy+ and is filled with loathing for himself �7,8(- It is certainly a bleak picture+ and readers 

must surely admit to having indulged such thoughts at one time or another- 7hen comes 

the tum: the poet takes comfort in the love of his friend+ and notably characterizes his 

state of mind as singing "hymns at +eaven
s gate" �01(- 7he joy of an earthly friendship 

elevates the poet
s mind to heaven+ not the other way around- 8hakespeare has "set up" 

the reader for despondent pity+ only to give a lesson in joy+ and perhaps a rebuke to those 

who could be moved to despair �as we shall see+ this method of drawing the reader in and 

then instructing him is not unique to the sonnets(- :hile we must regard the mention of 

heaven in this context as figurative+ yet it still may provide an insight into 8hakespeare
s 

project: theology+ insofar as 8hakespeare explores it at all+ is at the service of the human 

experience- 5ut another way+ :illiam 8hakespeare is not writing about theology+ except 

insofar as it touches upon his main project of examining and expressing the experience of 

being human- +arold Aloom+ in subtitling his book Se^Pbebb^db, credits 8hakespeare 

with nothing less than Teb IQhbQffRQ Rc feb HgP^Q: 

1iterary character before 8hakespeare is relatively unchanging: women and men 

are represented as ageing and dying+ but not as changing because their 

relationship to themselves+ rather than to the gods or *od+ has changed- .n 

8hakespeare+ characters develop rather than unfold+ and they develop because 

they reconceive themselves ---no other writer+ before or since 8hakespeare+ had 

accomplishes so well the virtual miracle of creating utterly different yet self, 
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consistent voices for his more than one hundred major characters and many 

hundreds of highly distinctive minor personages- �xvii( 

@s we shall see+ the reader of Rf`e^da II �or audience member+ for 8hakespeare
s plays 

are meant for performance( suffers along with 7ichard through his re,conception of 

himself: both through empathy for the character and through the re,ordering of 

perceptions the play forces upon the attentive spectator: it is not only 7ichard who must 

reconsider himself- 

/ohn 2ilton+ by way of contrast+ writes about the human experience+ but he sees 

such musings as a vehicle for theological argument �and by extension+ political and social 

argument(- 2ilton famously attended university at Bambridge+ earning a 2aster
s degree+ 

and studying on his own for six years thereafter- 2ilton
s education+ and his general 

intellectual disposition+ suit him for the task of metaphysical abstraction- �8hakespeare 

did not have such an education+ though he was clearly well,read: his schooling began and 

ended at the .ing
s 1ew 8chool+ a traditional grammar school in 8tratford �Aryson 47, 

5/(- 7his is not to say that 8hakespeare
s talents are not of the same magnitude as 

2ilton
s+ but rather that they lie along different planes(- 7he intellectual 2ilton was more 

interested in the Pb^QfQd of human experience than its expression+ and for 2ilton its 

meaning was theological- 2ilton sought to "justify the ways of *od to men" (M^d^afeb 

/Ref . 15(- .ndeed+ 8atan himself+ in his changeability+ self,delusion+ pride+ and despair+ is 

often observed to be the most "human" character in M^d^afeb /Ref. 7he character is the 

instrument through which 2ilton explores his theology+ and a theology it ultimately is: in 

his epilogue to HRs 0fQfRQ WRdPe, 8tanley )ish warns against "the temptation ofhistory 

and politics" �450 (9 
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It need hardly be said that 2ilton is continually performing political actions+ and 

he certainly hopes that they will have the effects he desires: nevertheless+ those 

effects are not what he aims at- -- what is important on any occasion is not how 

things have turned out- -- but whether or not one
s inner loyalties have been 

maintained and strengthened- 8uccess is not measured by the battles you have 

won or the poems you have written+ but by the strength of your testimony+ by the 

witness you give to what you believe- �457,58( 

)ish
s 2ilton is of course concerned with the things of this world+ but believes 

that the concrete issues of the day are to be regarded as reflections of the abstractions that 

are the real meat of existence: if *od is the allegorical fire+ politics and history are the 

shadows that dance on the wall of the cavern- 7his interpretive stance is not without 

talented detractors+ but it is well enough for our purposes here to conclude that /ohn 

2ilton is concerned with a theological understanding of the human condition in a way 

that :illiam 8hakespeare is not- 

:hile 2ilton seeks to explain *od to man+ 8hakespeare seeks to explain man to 

himself- 8hakespeare
s interest in theology is limited: his references to the deity are made 

in reference to the human experience- Bonsider here Rf`e^da II, @ct ...+ scene 2- 7ichard 

stands upon a parapet+ looking down upon +enry Aolingbroke
s ally and hatchet,man+ 

1orthumberland- 7ichard+ in his armor and crown+ receives the spokesman for the would, 

be usurper
s army speaking in the royal second,person plural thus9 "we are amazed" �63(- 

7ichard berates 1orthumberland for his discourtesy and threatens+ literally+ the wrath of 

*od upon Aolingbroke and his followers9 

<et know+ my master+ *od omnipotent 
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.s mustering in his clouds on our behalf 

@rmies of pestilence+ and they shall strike 

<our children yet unborn and unbegot+ 

7hat lift your vassal hands against my head 

@nd threat the glory of my precious crown- �76,81( 

:hile this speech is of a part with 8hakespeare
s characterization of 7ichard as a true 

believer in the divine right of kings+ it is also a comment upon human weakness: 7ichard 

is trapped+ outmanned+ without popular support or resources upon which to draw- 

1acking materially relevant alternatives+ he falls back upon bluster+ upon the pose of 

affronted dignity+ and upon the desperate hope that *od is truly on his side- )or 

8hakespeare
s 7ichard ..+ *od is the final answer to purely human questions- 2ilton 

might have it the other way around- 

2ilton
s 8onnet 08 speaks powerfully to the human condition as well+ but for 

2ilton+ *od is not so much an answer to a human problem: rather+ lack of understanding 

of *od is the foundation of human problems- 7his subtle yet profound distinction is at the 

heart of the contrast between 8hakespeare
s human project and 2ilton
s theological one- 

2ilton
s narrator+ frustrated and feeling inadequate to his duty to *od+ "fondly" looks 

within himself for worth �7(- +e is reminded then that *od has no need of 2ilton
s 

service+ nor anyone else
s �8,00(- *od is sufficient within himself+ and only asks that men 

be prepared+ even if they only "stand and wait" �01,03 (- )or 2ilton+ *od is not an 

instrumentality that a poet may use to explain man to himself- :e might say that 2ilton 

asks what we are to *od+ while 8hakespeare concerns himself with what *od is to us- 
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*ive a 2an a )ish 

8hakespeare
s project+ then+ is a human one- It is not theological at its root+ 

though as we have seen �and will see further(+ it does touch upon religion- 8hakespeare 

wants to plumb the depths of what it is like to be human+ and of what humans are like- 

8hakespeare
s poetry seeks to justify the ways of men to themselves --- and to his readers- 

7hough the 8hakespearean project is different in form and goal from the 2iltonian one+ 

the two can be united under the rubric of a common analysis9 the reader,response critique 

advanced by 8tanley )ish in Sgdbdfeba by SfQ. :hile )ish writes exclusively about 

M^d^afeb /Ref, his ideas can be profitably applied to 8hakespeare
s work as well- )ish
s 

argument+ put simply+ is that 2ilton exploits the reader
s sympathies to lead him to 

wrong conclusions+ which the poet then corrects9 

--- �0( the poem
s centre ofreference is its reader who is also its subject: �1( 

2ilton
s purpose is to educate the reader to an awareness of his position and 

responsibilities as a fallen man+ to a sense of the distance which separates him 

from the innocence that was once his: �2( 2ilton
s method is to re,create in the 

mind of the reader �which is+ finally+ the poem
s scene( the drama of the )all+ to 

make him fall again exactly as @dam did and with @dam
s troubled clarity+ that is 

to say+ not deceived
- �0( 

)ish goes on to explain that "2ilton consciously wants to worry the reader+ to force him 

to doubt the correctness of his responses+ and to bring him to the realization that his 

inability to read the poem with any confidence in his own perception is its focus" �3(- 

)ish uses 8atan
s first speech in M^d^afeb /Ref as an exemplar of what he terms "2ilton
s 

programme of reader harassment"9 beginning at line 73+ 8atan proclaims the virtues of 
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struggle against impossible odds+ of defiance+ of grim determination+ of unyielding 

endurance+ of brave leadership �3(- 7he reader would understandably value such virtues+ 

and indeed understand them to _b virtues: 2ilton
s narrative commentary+ what )ish 

refers to as the "epic voice+" belies that reaction in lines 015,159 

8o spake the
 @postate @ngel+ though in pain+ 

;aunting aloud+ but rackt with deep despair- �4( 

7he effect of this is meant to cause "the reader [to beB stopped short by 2ilton
s rebuke 

�for so it is(" �7(- :hile the reader would tend to be sympathetic to the virtues espoused 

�if not to the Cevil himself(+ 2ilton
s epic voice corrects that misplaced sympathy+ 

reminding the reader that 8atan speaks from foolish pride and despair+ not from some 

wellspring of bravery and fortitude- @nd so it goes+ throughout M^d^afeb /Ref; 2ilton 

crafts within the attentive reader a portrait not of @dam and (ve
s fall+ or the demonic 

angels
 fall+ but of the reader
s own- 7he folly exposed belongs to the reader+ and thus is 

the reader instructed- 

.n crafting Rf`e^da II, 8hakespeare makes exquisite use of essentially the same 

technique+ and he does so with a handicap that does not trouble 2ilton: in a play+ unless 

one works with a classical chorus or brings a character forward to provide commentary 

�the latter being a technique 8hakespeare does use in other works(+ the action and 

dialogue must imply any narrative commentary- 8hakespeare
s dramatic writing does not 

afford him the luxury of an "epic voice+" and so he must make his commentary more 

subtle+ and driven by the characters themselves: this is part of what Aloom means by 

saying that 8hakespeare
s "characters develop rather than unfold" �xvii(- 7he experience 

of the reader or audience member is a development+ a following, along with the 
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characters through their own development- Aloom points out that "we are not meant to 

like 7ichard+" and throughout the play the king is indeed shown being a poor sovereign 

and an ill,formed human being+ though Aloom also allows that 7ichard is a "bad king and 

an interesting metaphysical poet" �142+ 138(- :hether a penchant for metaphysical 

poetry is meant to evoke sympathy and admiration in the audience+ or exasperation and 

disdain+ is a question we must consider in light of the )ishian critique: as the play 

unfolds+ we are shown many reasons to dislike 7ichard+ and we are also given hints that 

his character is not merely to be regarded as it appears on the surface- 7he play
s 

examination of the character of the king does not hold him static+ allowing it to be 

unmasked+ but rather it follows him through a process: it also brings the audience along+ 

putting the reader through his own process+ which does not culminate until the exquisite 

finale that is the Ceposition- 7o explore these parallel processes+ that of 7ichard and that 

of the reader+ we must tum to the text itself- 

8hakespeare does not leave the audience bereft of conflict even at the very 

beginning of Rf`e^da II. (ven 0^`_bfe, renowned for its focused plot+ its action+ and its 

violence+ opens with a setting,of,the,scene as the "weird sisters" plot and prophesy: not 

so Rf`e^da II, whose opening lines drop the reader directly into the life,and,death feud 

between Aolingbroke and 7homas 2owbray- 
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7he 1ists 


7he first scene of the first act revolves around the deadly,serious conflict between 

Aolingbroke and 2owbray+ but 7ichard does not address himself first to one of the 

belligerents+ but rather to /ohn of *aunt+ Cuke of 1ancaster+ 7ichard
s uncle and father 

of+enry: indeed+ 7ichard speaks the very first words of the play9 "4ld /ohn of *aunt+ 

time,honored 1ancaster" �0 (+ inquiring of *aunt about Aolingbroke
s disposition toward 

the case+ as though *aunt were the master of a barking dog in need of correction- 4nly 

after receiving *aunt
s report that +enry is resolute in his quarrel does 7ichard deign to 

speak to his cousin directly �0,07(- 5resumably+ this reflects the manners of the 

aristocratic hierarchy+ and shows proper deference toward *aunt
s position as 7ichard
s 

uncle and patriarch of his own family: however+ it also evidences a certain haughty 

remove: the king would avoid lowering himself to participate in such things if he could 

avoid them+ despite the fact that the claimed issue is one of great importance to the 

throne: +enry accuses 2owbray of nothing less than treason �74,0/7(- 7ichard+ for his 

part+ seems unmoved by the gravity of the situation: after gages are thrown and +enry 

Aolingbroke makes an impassioned defense of his position+ condemning 2owbray in the 

strongest terms+ 7ichard
s response is one of detached amusement- "+ow high a pitch his 

resolution soars!" the king remarks to the court+ as though Aolingbroke were a player for 

the king
s amusement+ and his words mere histrionics �0/8(- 7he king then attempts 

simply to order +enry and 7homas 2owbray to forget their dispute+ as if it were nothing 

more than the playground antics of boys+ and the king and *aunt their fathers9 "wrath, 

kindled gentlemen+ be ruled by me: I 1et
s purge this choler without blood --- *ood :ncle+ 

let this end where it begun: I :e
 ll calm the duke of1orfolk+ you your son" �041,42+ 
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047,48(- .n the end+ the king is impotent to stop the feud: "we were born not to sue but to 

command: I :hich since we cannot do to make you friends+ I Ae ready+ as your lives 

shall answer it+" to fight in the lists at Boventry �085,87(- 

It is not difficult to find 7ichard an unsympathetic character in this scene+ a 

haughty+ superior+ smirking man who finds affairs of state and dire trouble between 

nobles to be somewhat beneath him+ yet who also lacks sufficient personal confidence to 

deal directly with +enry rather than through the intermediary of *aunt- .n the end+ 

though 
born not to sue but to command+" he cannot force his will on +ereford and 

1orfolk+ and seems to lack the ability to mediate a diplomatic peace- 8hakespeare has 

seemingly painted a portrait of an unskilled king+ one who does not recognize the import 

of affairs+ who is simultaneously weak and bullying+ who cannot act unaided+ and who is 

unable to sustain his royal commands- <et+ too+ there are signs left to the thoughtful 

reader that we might take a more nuanced view of 7ichard
s character- @s mentioned 

previously+ 7ichard s reliance on *aunt may be construed as a wise regard for the 

structure of familial ties and succession that brought him to his office: we might perhaps 

find that the king
s desire to sweep the whole affair aside unexamined reflects a mature 

understanding of the impossibility of proof+ and an appreciation of the violently 

disruptive potential of the dispute: the king might likewise scoff at Aolingbroke
s 

"resolution" for the benefit of his court+ to assure them of the state
s invulnerability to the 

grievances of the nobles- .n the end+ "we were not born to sue but to command" may be 

taken not as the arrogant ranting of a despot denied his preferred result+ but as the words 

of a man who unleashes his strength upon those who would defy him: if the parties will 

not heed his command to reconcile+ they must answer with their blood- 7he stark choice 
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offered is that Aolingbroke and 2owbray will yield to the king+ or they will yield to one 

another
s sword- 

@nd so the first scene presents the reader with the ambiguity and nuance that 

8hakespeare never shies away from: on the face of things+ we see a weak+ proud+ and 

ineffectual king+ but we also see clues that 7ichard may be more sympathetic than he 

appears at first blush- @gain+ lacking the "epic voice" 2ilton is able to employ through 

narration+ 8hakespeare sets up an interpretive challenge in the very acts and words of his 

characters+ and from the very beginning leads the reader into paths of error and self, 

reflection+ setting the audience up for a future reconsideration of their initial impressions- 

Id the reader sees a weak+ vain king in scene one+ he might see a mercurial+ 

capricious king in scene three- Aolingbroke and 2owbray+ having come to Boventry and 

armed themselves for single combat as the king commanded+ are stopped at the last 

moment by his contrary command: the king keeps them waiting in their armor while he 

re,decides their fates �007,11(- @s the prospect of bloodshed comes closer into focus+ 

7ichard decides that no blood should spill+ and rather banishes both noblemen from his 

kingdom9 +enry �who he is at pains to call "cousin"( for ten years+ initially+ and 

2owbray for life �03/,41(- @t least+ that is where the king begins his treatment of 

Aolingbroke- @s for 2owbray+ the king chides him for his grief at a lifetime of 

banishment9 "It boots thee not to be compassionate- I @fter our sentence plaining comes 

too late" �063,64(- @fter this+ 7ichard+ perhaps in fear of what 2owbray and Aolingbroke 

will do+ calls them back to swear an oath never to plot against his throne+ a moment of 

dramatic irony which also shows us 7ichard as a fearful+ indecisive king+ acting rashly+ 

then worrying over the potential consequences of his actions �067,8/(- 4nce 2owbray is 
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out of earshot+ 7ichard turns to *aunt+ and+ claiming a certain pity for his old uncle+ 

though the old man has so far made no complaint+ reduces +enry
s banishment to six 

years �1/7,02(- 4nly after hearing that the king may be inclined toward a change of heart 

does *aunt protest that his health and advanced age mean that any lengthy absence on 

Aolingbroke
s part will be a permanent parting of father and son �105,13(- 7ichard 

replies with the banal assertion that *aunt has "many years to live" �113(- *aunt+ 

emboldened �and perhaps filled with an uncle
s zeal to correct an errant nephew( replies 

that he has "not a minute+ .ing+ that thou canst give" �115(- 7he king may take what he 

pleases+ including life+ but has no power to bestow a minute of life upon any man- 

7ichard is unmoved by this rebuke: "Bousin+ farewell: and+ uncle+ bid him so: I six years 

we banish him+ and he shall go" �136,37(- 

7hus has 7ichard the weak+ haughty king been revealed to be 7ichard the 

mercurial+ capricious king: he has ordered men to fight to the death+ only to command 

them+ armed and charging at one another+ to drop their weapons and attend him- +e has 

then rescinded his own decision of trial by combat and banished both men+ having made 

no attempt to determine if one has a valid claim against the other: he has shown naked 

favoritism toward his own cousin and cruelty to 2owbray+ to whom he owes no 

consanguine loyalty- +e has then shown himself to be frightened of his own shadow+ 

demanding that the banished men swear not to take action against him+ a silly conceit 

which would doubtless not stay the hand of anyone bent on treason and usurpation �and 

which ultimately does not+ of course(- 4nce 2owbray was no longer present to hear of it+ 

the king then shortens +enry
s banishment of his own accord+ yet refuses further mercy 

when his uncle pleads for it- 7ichard had been revealed as a cruel cat among mice+ ready 
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to play with them as he sees fit+ without regard for justice- 7he scheming king has 

removed potential threats to order in his kingdom without spilling noble blood and thus 

stirring up the aristocracy against him- 7he reader is by now rather disgusted by 

7ichard
s character- 

Idwe are to be just+ however+ to the character of the king+ we may take some of 

his actions to reflect virtue: we commonly regard people well who take particular pains 

for their families: we do not approve of the unnecessary spilling of blood+ and regard 

poorly anyone who stands idle when violence may be avoided �never mind that the 

violence came at the king
s command to begin with(- :e respect mercy: even mercy 

applied unevenly is better than a complete lack- @nd we expect the wise statesman to 

deflect disturbances before they can metastasize into general conflict- 7here may be 

things to admire about 7ichard if one chooses to look+ though up to this point the reader 

has been shown little reason to extend 7ichard the benefit of the doubt- 

@n interesting thing happens as +enry leaves for his banishment: Aolingbroke
s 

farewell ends with a salute to (ngland herself9 "then+ (ngland
s ground+ farewell- 8weet 

soil+ adieu- I 2y mother and my nurse that bears me yet!" �2/5,/6(- 7his understanding 

of oneself as the son of the soil+ this loyalty not to the crown or to the social system but to 

(ngland itself will appear again amongst those in opposition to 7ichard- :here the king 

thinks his crown+ his station+ his sovereignty are the correct focus of loyalty+ others are 

loyal first and foremost to (ngland itself+ believing all else in service to her+ including the 

crown- 7his gap in perception+ this tragic flaw+ is as much the cause of 7ichard
s 

downfall as anything+ though the audience has not seen enough at this point to be aware 
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of it- +ere+ 8hakespeare plays a long game+ setting his reader up for later events- In the 

near term+ though+ the audience is about to discover more reasons to despise the king- 
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Ceath :ish 


Cespite this section
s title+ 7ichard does not �perhaps `RQfd^ Aloom( have a wish 

for his own death: rather+ faced with empty coffers and with an .rish war to fund+ he 

wishes for the death of /ohn of *aunt- 8cene four of the first act shows 7ichard among 

his confidantes+ speaking with the Cuke of @umerle+ the son of his uncle the Cuke of 

<ork- @umerle has escorted +enry on his way to banishment: when 7ichard inquires of 

@umerle about Aolingbroke
s parting words+ @umerle replies+ 

2arry+ would the word "farewell" have lengthened 

hours 

@nd added years to his short banishment+ 

+e should have had a volume of farewells: 

Aut since it would not+ he had none of me- � 05,08( 

@umerle is thus established as 7ichard
s close confidante and unquestioningly loyal 

flatterer: 7ichard chides him gently: "he is our cousin+ cousin" �1/(- 7he reader gets the 

impression that 7ichard is pleased with @umerle
s loyalty+ but he is also keenly aware of 

the consanguinity of the two men+ and that blood is the wellspring of his kinship- 7ichard 

was unwilling to see Aolingbroke
s blood+ so near to his own+ spilled+ but with the duke 

safely across the Bhannel+ 7ichard is well,positioned to make his move upon 

Aolingbroke
s legacy- 

Bourtier *reen brings 7ichard
s �and the audiences( attention around to "the 

rebels which stand out in .reland+" urging that "expedient manage must be made --- I (re 

further leisure yield them further means I ) or their advantage and <our +ighness
 loss" 

�27,30(- 7ichard replies that "we will ourself in person to this war+" reinforcing that he is 
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not a man of action ready to place his own person at the fore �or he would presumably be 

there already(+ like +enry and 2owbray had been+ though a generous reader might be 

inclined to credit him with brave intentions for this declaration- +e continues: 

@nd+ for our coffer with too great a court 

@nd liberal largesse are grown somewhat light+ 

:e are enforced to farm our royal realm+ 

7he revenue whereof shall furnish us 

)or our affairs in hand- Id that come short+ 

4ur substitutes shall have blank charters+ 

:hereto+ when they shall know what men are rich+ 

7hey shall subscribe them for large sums of gold 

@nd send them after to supply our wants: 

)or we will make for .reland presently- �32,41( 

7hus is our hypothetical generous reader immediately taught a hard lesson to the 

contrary: 7ichard will leave (ngland for .reland not to lead the army or to supervise the 

conduct of the war+ but to be elsewhere when the nobles find themselves "farmed-" .t 

would be difficult for the reader to like 7ichard less than immediately after this speech 

�though the masterful 8hakespeare does contrive to drive his audience even farther away 

soon enough(- 7ichard+ far from seeing (ngland as his mother+ as his cradle+ the way 

Aolingbroke and *aunt do �and will more in scenes to come(+ sees his country as his 

personal farm+ a machine for the generation of crass "revenue" �a noticeably 1atinate 

word: it does seem that at times when 8hakespeare wishes us to think poorly of the king 

born 7ichard of Aordeaux+ he places )rench words on his lips rather than @nglo,8axon 
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ones(- +is "liberal largesse" is not apologized for+ but presented as a natural right+ and its 

consequences more of ̂ cRd`b P^Mbgdb than a fault of the king
s- 7ichard deserves 

money: the money has been spent: therefore+ more money will have to be raised from 

whatever source may be found- 4ne would think 7ichard had never heard of the 2agna 

Barta: certainly+ caution at least as foreign to him as is humility- / bf^f, ` 
bef PRf. 

Aushy appears then to drop a gift in 7ichard
s lap: "4ld /ohn of *aunt is grievous 

sick" �43(- 7ichard+ proving that an audience `RgQa find him even less sympathetic in a 

very short space+ replies: 

1ow put it+ *od+ in the physician
s mind 

7o help him to his grave immediately! 

7he lining of his coffers shall make coats 

7o deck our soldiers for these .rish wars- �48,51( 

7his is breathtaking in its gravity: with Aolingbroke out of the way+ 7ichard will seize his 

inheritance the moment *aunt+ the king
s own uncle+ dies- @gain+ 7ichard seems to have 

little regard for the implications of this action among the nobility: "seems" may be well, 

chosen here+ though: has 7ichard+ thus far seemingly impulsive+ mercurial+ and childishly 

vain+ been playing a 2achiavellian "long game" since the day Aolingbroke and 2owbray 

threw their gages at one another
s feet> .s he a scheming genius+ bereft of a moral center 

and perhaps lacking a clear understanding of the dangers he creates> 4r is he simply as 

he appears at first blush+ a spoiled child stumbling through his rule+ yet shrewd enough to 

take advantage of circumstances> 8hakespeare is teaching us: we are not to consider 

7ichard simply one thing or another- 8hakespeare repeatedly creates an expectation+ then 
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confounds it+ leaving the reader anxiously in tension+ like a fly quivering on a spider
s 

silk thread- +e makes a strong point+ not about 7ichard+ but about the audience- 

:e are shown greater caution+ but perhaps less ambivalence+ from a character 

when we next meet /ohn of *aunt in the first scene of act two: the old man is dying+ and 

thus beyond the reach of fear+ and so he plans to give 7ichard a piece of his mind9 ":ill 

the .ing come+ that . may breathe my last I In wholesome counsel to his unstaid 

youth>---7hough 7ichard my life
s counsel would not hear+ I 2y death
s sad tale my yet 

undeaf his ear" �0,1+ 04,05(- *aunt is speaking to the Cuke of <ork+ 7ichard
s uncle and 

*aunt
s brother: what follows will be a test of the structural underpinnings of (ngland
s 

socio,politics �the significance of the houses of <ork and 1ancaster are unlikely lost on 

most readers( as well as of the king
s immediate family- <ork replies to *aunt that 

7ichard is beset with poor counselors: the king
s ear is "stopped with other+ flattering 

sounds+" and 7ichard will not listen to *aunt �06(- �1ote that <ork tries to be the voice of 

reason+ acknowledging the existence of problems within 7ichard
s rule+ but unwilling to 

blame the character of the sovereign himself: <ork takes on this role throughout the 

remainder of the play+ often acting as an apologist or mediator+ placing before the 

audience alternate interpretations of the scene before them(- *aunt is unwilling to be 

cautious at this late date+ however+ and speaks a beautiful little poem in support of his 

conviction-

Id7ichard is the "metaphysical poet" Aloom would have him be+ then *aunt 

becomes in this scene the play
s pastoralist- 8hakespeare places in *aunt
s dying mouth a 

paean to the land itself9 

- - - this sceptered isle+ 
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7his earth of majesty+ this seat of 2ars+ 


7his other (den+ demi,paradise+ 


7his fortress built by 1ature for herself 


@gainst infection and the hand of war+ 


7his happy breed of men+ this little world+ 


7his precious stone set in the silver sea --- 


7his blessed plot+ this earth+ this realm+ this (ngland+ 


7his nurse+ this teeming womb of royal kings ---


7his land of such dear souls+ this dear dear land --- � 3/,46( 


1ike his son +enry+ /ohn of *aunt does not share 7ichard
s apparent regard for the 

person of the king as the embodiment of the state+ of (ngland itself- 7he crown is not 

(ngland: only (ngland is (ngland+ and *aunt
s first loyalty is to her+ not to his nephew+ 

not even to the system of wealth and power from which *aunt himself has so richly 

benefitted- :hile 7ichard himself has not even appeared in the scene as yet+ this speech 

is a scathing rebuke of him+ of his devotion to himself+ to his ebQc, as the whole of the 

realm: *aunt signals once again to the reader that 7ichard is a bad king- +ow is "this 

realm+ this (ngland" treated by her sovereign> "It is now leased out , . die pronouncing it 

, like to a tenement or a pelting farm" �4/,5/(- *aunt+ with nothing to lose+ is prepared 

to confront the king directly with his sovereign sins: the reader is likely inclined to cheer 

*aunt+ as we always cheer truth,tellers who take the risks we would not dare to take- 

:pon his arrival+ 7ichard is predictably uninterested in *aunt
s critique of the king
s 

rule: "now+ by my seat
s royal majesty+ I :ert thou not brother to great (dward
s son+ I 

7his tongue that runs so roundly in thy head I 8hould run thy head from thy irreverent 
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shoulders" �01/,12(- 7he king speaks down to his uncle+ using the familiar "thou+" and 

refers to himself not merely in third person+ but as "great (dward
s son+" as though gaunt 

were not the equal of his own brother: the king ends with an idle threat+ outrageously 

claiming that it is only the king
s forbearance that keeps the Cuke of <ork
s head upon 

his shoulders- :nsympathetic 7ichard! )or his part+ *aunt is having none of it: 

"4h+ spare me not+ my brother (dward
s son+ 

)or that . was his father (dward
s son! 

---1ive in thy shame+ but dies not shame with me! 

7hese words thereafter thy tormentors be! , 

Bonvey me to my bed+ then to my grave-" �013,26( 

<ork+ ever desperate to maintain the status quo+ begs 7ichard to "impute his words I 7o 

wayward sickliness and age in him- I +e loves you+ on my life+ and holds you dear I @s 

+arry Cuke of+ereford+ were he here" �030,33(- 7ichard+ perhaps wanting to believe 

that it is so+ replies+ "7ight+ you say true+" though of course a reasonable reader might 

well believe otherwise- 

*uant
s affection+ or lack thereof+ immediately becomes a moot point+ however+ 

as 1orthumberland �who will become Aolingbroke
s hatchet,man(+ enters to tell the king 

that+ "all is said- I [*aunt
sB tongue is now a stringless instrument: I :ords+ life+ and all 

4ld 1ancaster hath spent" �037,04/(- 7ichard
s reply to this is worth reproducing in full 9 

7he ripest fruit falls + and so doth he: 

+is time is spent+ our pilgrimage must be- 

8o much for that- 1ow for our .rish wars9 

:e must supplant those rough rug,headed kerns+ 
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:hich live like venom where no venom else 

Aut only they have privilege to live- 

@nd+ for these great affairs do ask some charge+ 

7owards out assistance we do seize to us 

7he plate+ coin+ revenues+ and moveables 

:hereof our uncle of *aunt did stand possessed- �042,51( 

:pon <ork
s protest and prediction of disaster+ 7ichard reiterates "we seize into our 

hands I +is plate+ his goods+ his money+ and his lands" �1/8,0/(- 1o audience+ no reader 

can now help but detest 7ichard: what follows+ the usurpation by Aolingbroke and the 

deposition of the king+ can only seem like justice+ and mild justice at that- 8hakespeare 

does not so much refute that 7ichard deserves his fate+ as he subtly begs the audience to 

consider the king
s character in greater detail- 

.n this scene of tragedy and cruelty+ a more cavalier reader might think only Lll of 

the king+ and only well of his uncles+ but 8hakespeare
s careful construction leaves us a 

few things to consider: *aunt+ who appears as the tragic+ patriotic hero of this scene+ is 

moved to object to the king
s manifold errors only when he is dying: presumably+ *aunt 

remained silent while he still had much to lose+ and while 7ichard was busy ransoming 

his kingdom- Id*aunt is no hero+ neither is <ork+ whose attempts at peace,making and 

pleas for reason only serve to make him seem a craven enabler of evil- Id 7ichard has 

been surrounded by poor advisors+ it is partly because those who could have offered 

better counsel have failed in their duties: what 7ichard has done+ they have allowed by 

their inaction+ and the audience may consider that a foolish king from whom wisdom has 

been withheld is not solely to blame for his folly- 1one of this might serve to exonerate 
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4n the Aeach 

7ichard
s frailty, and his reliance on questionable advice , is on display in a 

rather less nuanced form+ in the second scene of @ct .ll+ where 7ichard comes ashore 

upon his return from .reland: Aloom characterizes the scene as "one of the play
s great 

effects+ the landing of7ichard on the coast of :ales---perfectly ignorant that 

pragmatically he has already been deposed" �145(- In contrast with his uncle *aunt and 

with Aolingbroke+ who demonstrate a deep love for (ngland itself+ 7ichard opens the 

scene by asking where he is: "Aarkloughly Bastle do they call this at hand>" he inquires 

of @umerle �0(- +aving been keenly interested in the conduct of his war in .reland 

�financially if not militarily(+ 7ichard seems less than familiar with his own native soil- 

+e addresses (ngland: "Cear earth+ . do salute thee with my hand+ XHb _bQae ^Qa fRg`ebe 

feb ddRgQaZ" �5(- :ith this rather rare stage direction+ 8hakespeare deputizes the player: 

7ichard is not to demonstrate such humility as to prostrate himself and place his face near 

enough to that "dear earth" to kiss it: rather+ he will bestow only the favor of his hand- 

7ichard still believes his kingship is primary+ and the place is merely a detail- @t least+ 

that seems to be what the audience is meant to think: 7ichard continues+ though9 

7hough rebels wound thee with their horses
 hoofs-

@s a long,parted mother with her child 

5lays fondly with her tears and smiles in meeting+ 

8o weeping+ smiling+ greet . thee+ my earth+ 

@nd do thee favors with my royal hands- �6,00( 

8hakespeare again does his trick of setting up the audience to think a simple thought 

�what a selfish oaf is 7ichard!(+ and then inviting the reader to consider a more nuanced 
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understanding: 7ichard is shown portraying what indeed appears to be a genuine love for 

(ngland itself+ but with a twist: while *aunt and Aolingbroke might regard (ngland as 

febfd mother+ 7ichard thinks of himself+ in his divinely ordained kinship+ as being 

(QdQ^Qa
e mother- 7his brief interlude leaves the thoughtful reader with perhaps a bit 

more insight into 7ichard
s character+ and a more charitable �to 7ichard( idea of the 

king
s central difficulty: 7ichard thinks of his office as synonymous with his person+ and 

believes that both are the axle around which the world turns: others would+ and do+ 

strongly dispute this interpretation- :e can begin to find 7ichard somewhat sympathetic 

now: his troubles+ and the troubles he has inflicted upon his kingdom+ may essentially 

proceed from a mistaken understanding of the world he inhabits- )ew among 

8hakespeare
s readers would be unfamiliar with the experience of thinking circumstances 

were other than what they turned out to be+ to one
s shock and horror- 7ichard is an 

(lizabethan 4edipus+ tragically mistaken about everything+ with the difference that 

4edipus
 mistakes are about the nature of things+ about what things ^db; 8hakespeare
s 

7ichard is gravely mistaken about what things Pb^Q. 

@ sea,change is rapidly approaching for 7ichard+ and we begin in this scene to 

see the coming,apart that he faces+ that change �rather than mere unmasking( of his 

character that Aloom praises so highly �xvii(- @s the scene continues+ 7ichard seems 

bombarded from all sides by news which shakes him down to his roots: it is painful to 

watch+ and the audience
s discomfort must be regarded as part of 8hakespeare
s lesson 

plan-

Id the audience is made uncomfortable+ that much more so is 7ichard: per Aloom+ 

"the self,destruction of 7ichard ..+ well advanced before his return+ receives its seal in the 
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speeches and gestures of his homecoming" �145(- Aloom
s insistence on 7ichard
s self, 

destruction is probably misplaced+ at least for our purposes here: the king does not+ after 

all+ willfully undo himself+ but is rather undone by the tragic flaw common to powerful 

men in literature and in life+ his pride and short,sightedness- 1or is he destroyed9 we 

rather see 7ichard divided+ bifurcated+ wrenched away from his foundational identity: the 

king is fundamentally changed and left to wonder what will become of what remains of 

"unking
d 7ichard-" :hat Aloom sees as a fulfillment of the death,wish is rather the 

process of the very growth and change he so admires in 8hakespeare- :ltimately+ Aloom+ 

like many readers+ just doesn
t like 7ichard- 

7ichard+ ever mercurial and vulnerable to a certain melancholy+ is whipsawed 

with news and advice throughout this scene+ and the dramatic irony created by the 

audience
s greater knowledge of 7ichard
s circumstances makes watching the king
s 

pathos all the more pathos,inducing for the spectator- 7ichard allows himself to be 

assured by the Aishop of Barlisle that "that power that made you .ing I +ath power to 

keep you king in spite of all": 7ichard reassures himself that "*od for +is 7ichard hath 

in heavenly pay I A glorious angel- 7hen+ if angels fight+ I :eak men must fall + for 

heaven still guards the right" �16,17+ 5/,51(- /ust as 7ichard has assured himself+ through 

the aid of his counsellors+ that "not all the water in the rough rude sea I Ban wash the 

balm off from an anointed king"+ up comes 8alisbury with news that the :elsh army+ 

believing 7ichard dead+ has deserted: there is no army with which 7ichard may resist the 

nobles
 rebellion- 7he force and speed of 7ichard
s warring waves of hope and despair 

are exemplified in the next passage+ worth reproducing at some length9 

@:2(71( 
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Bomfort+ my liege- :hy looks your grace so pale> 

..1* 7.B+@7C 

Aut now the blood of twenty thousand men 

Cid triumph in my face+ and they are fled: 

@nd till so much blood come thither again+ 

+ave . not reason to look pale and dead> 

@ll souls that will be safe+ fly from my side+ 

)or time hath set a blot upon my pride- 

@:2(71( 

Bomfort+ my liege- 7emember who you are- 

..1* 7.B+@7C 

. had forgot myself- @m . not king> 

@wake+ thou coward majesty+ thou sleepest! �64,73( 

7ichard assures himself that his uncle the duke of <ork has force sufficient to aid 

the king: immediately+ 8croop appears with more tidings- 7ichard
s allies among the 

nobles have lost their heads to Aolingbroke
s axe man+ and the bulk of the people support 

Aolingbroke �who still claims+ with almost comic hypocrisy+ to be only interested in 

securing his rightful title and inheritance(- 7ealizing that Aolingbroke must succeed+ 

7ichard is once again devastated: "4f comfort no man speak! I 1et
s talk of graves+ of 

worms+ and epitaphs --- )or *od
s sake+ let us sit upon the ground+ I @nd tell sad stories of 

the death of kings" �033,045(- 7ichard speaks of death in a very concrete sense+ of 

course+ because keeping a live+ deposed king is a risk no usurper will likely take+ yet he 

also speaks of a metaphorical death+ the wrenching death of his own identity upon 
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separation from his crown- @ reader might easily think only of the former+ and consider 

7ichard a contemptible coward on top of all his other failings+ but 8hakespeare hints that 

the grave is not the horror that cows the king+ but rather the fear that a "rough rude sea" 

`^Q and will wash away his balm- 7ichard
s fears are abstract+ as befits Aloom
s 

"metaphysical poet-" @s the reader watches+ forearmed with the knowledge of the things 

7ichard is only just discovering+ his discomfort must lead to pity: the reader is put 

through a process of knowing what is coming+ and dreading it for poor 7ichard
s sake- 

(ven if we do not QfPb 7ichard+ foreknowledge and dread force us into fellow,feeling+ and 

finally pity- 8hakespeare masterfully makes 7ichard
s pathos our own- 

7he final blow comes to 7ichard as 8croop reveals that <ork has sided with 

Aolingbroke: finally bereft of options and stripped of hope in anything short of divine 

intervention �which 7ichard still+ very literally+ hopes for(+ 7ichard turns on @umerle: 

:hat say you now> :hat comfort have we now> 

Ay heaven+ .
ll hate him everlastingly 

7hat bids me be of comfort any more- 

*o to )lint Bastle- 7here .
ll pine away --- �1/5,1/8( 

It is at )lint castle that 7ichard will finally confront Aolingbroke+ and begin in 

earnest the separation of self from crown- 
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7he 5arapet+ 7he 5recipice 

@s 7ichard finally confronts the usurper from the parapet at )lint Bastle in scene 

three of the third act+ the audience follows him through the slow beginnings of his 

transformation from .ing 7ichard to simply 7ichard- +aving set the reader up to be 

better disposed to 7ichard as perhaps a tragic figure rather than an object of contempt+ 

8hakespeare allows the audience to explore this more deeply: he also allows the audience 

to feel less well,disposed toward Aolingbroke+ who does not initially confront his cousin 

himself+ but sends 1orthumberland ,, pragmatic+ ambitious+ and ruthless ,, to parlay in 

his stead- 1orthumberland does not shower himself in respectability from the reader
s 

perspective+ nor from 7ichard
s 9 

:e are amazed: and thus long have we stood 

7o watch the fearful bending of thy knee+ 

Aecause we thought ourself thy lawful king- 

@nd if we be+ how dare thy joints forget 

7o pay their awful duty to our presence> �61,65( 

.n 7upert *oold
s beautiful AAB adaptation+ .ing 7ichard �played by Aen 

:hishaw( speaks these lines while standing above the lower courtyard+ and above 

1orthumberland- +e is dressed in full period armor of plate and mail+ all shining gold- @ 

heraldic tunic covers his chest+ and a crown encircles the base of his helm+ and golden 

angels flank him- .t is a visually stunning display+ and it highlights that display is all 

7ichard has left to him to fight the usurper: the king presents the full regalia of his office 

in a military context befitting the situation before him+ but he has no military might to 

draw upon- 7he audience may be moved to regard 7ichard
s actions here as empty show+ 
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but he goes on to make the metaphysical argument that is key to his conception of his 

crown and of his disintegrating self+ unimpressive as it may be to the practical and 

unimaginative 1orthumberland9 

Id we not be+ show us the hand of *od 

7hat hath dismissed us from our stewardship: 

)or well we know+ no hand of blood and bone 

Ban grip the sacred handle of our scepter+ 

:nless he do profane+ steal+ or usurp- �66,70( 

7ichard clearly regards his station as one conferred upon him by divinity: moreover+ he 

believes that rebellion against the king
s authority is literally sinful+ an attempt to thwart 

the very will of *od- )rom his perch atop the castle+ he warns 1orthumberland that "my 

master+ *od omnipotent" shall "strike I your children yet unborn and unbegot I that lift 

your vassal hands against my head I and threat the glory of my precious crown" �74,78(- 

7his is something of an empty threat+ but to 7ichard
s mind a very full a warning: the 

king encourages 1orthumberland to reconsider his actions+ as surely defiance of the will 

of *od will not go unpunished �note also the use of "omnipotent+" an impressive 1atinate 

word: 7ichard does not use the @nglo,8axon "almighty+" as again 8hakespeare puts 

)rench into 7ichard
s mouth when he speaks haughtily(- 7he audience begins to see the 

cracks that will lead to a full schism in 7ichard
s identity: note how the king begins to 

drop the royal "we" as his indignation reaches its peak: it is not Rgd precious crown+ it is 

Pu precious crown- HRs efde ^ bff`e efe dbeRQgffRQ eR^de! )or the first time we are 

signaled that 7ichard the king peeling off from 7ichard the man: the loss of the crown is 
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no longer a political or even religious matter+ but a bbdeRQ^Q one- 7ichard is beginning to 

come apart- 

@s 7ichard struggles with this disintegration+ he must seek a separate identity+ 

divorced from the office of king+ struggling to determine exactly who "unking
d 7ichard" 

may be+ and indeed whether such a man exists at all- 4n the parapet+ we hear the voice of 

two 7ichards: .ing 7ichard speaks to 1orthumberland from the parapet+ while the man 

7ichard speaks aside to @umerle while 1orthumberland returns to confer with 

Aolingbroke- .n this exchange+ 7ichard uses the first,person pronoun+ speaking as the 

man+ not the .ing- +e expresses uncertainty and regret " - - - that e
er this tongue of 

mine. --- laid the sentence of dread banishment. on yon proud man --- " �022,24(- +e 

speaks of the man 7ichard+ and what he will next endure9 ".
ll give my jewels for a set of 

beads I .. .my large kingdom for a little grave" �036,42(- 8hakespeare
s code,switching 

may be a rather subtle signal: in the AAB film+ this change in voice was indicated 

visually+ making very sure that the audience would take the proper instruction from it- 

.ing 7ichard retires from the balcony to a small antechamber+ where the man 7ichard 

may express his doubt+ regret+ and fear to @umerle in private- 7his alcove is reminiscent 

of a tomb: 7ichard is the Bhrist,figure+ sweating blood+ warning his disciple of the 

passion to come- 

7he ending of the scene indicates the completion of the initial break between man 

and king- 7ichard
s descent from the parapet to the lower court is symbolic of his descent 

from the height of power+ privilege+ and divine favor: he will henceforth leave behind 

.ing 7ichard and move toward the man 7ichard- 8hakespeare has invited the audience to 

sympathize with 7ichard in his distress+ has given the audience reason to sympathize 
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with+ or at least pity+ the agonized king+ and has exposed the hypocrite Aolingbroke+ the 

remorseless 1orthumberland+ and the risk,averse <ork+ as far from the heroes of the tale- 

)rom there+ we move to 5arliament+ and the final correction- 
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:hat 2ore 7emains9 

Ceposition and Borrection 

7he party of the usurpers dispose of the party of the king at :estminster in the 

only scene of @ct .;- :hat becomes of @umerle or the bishop of Barlisle is not our great 

concern here: beginning at line 052+ however+ 7ichard takes the stage+ and eclipses all 

who share it for the duration of the fourth act+ pouring pathos across the boards in a final 

convulsion of separation from his crown- It is here that 7ichard truly earns the title of 

Pbf^beuef`^Q bRbf that Aloom bestows upon him+ and that the audience+ formerly so full 

of contempt for 7ichard
s weaknesses+ is moved to understand the cruelty of their harsh 

judgement- @t least+ that is how we must read the scene for our purposes here: Aloom 

takes another tack+ arguing that "7ichard never stops doing Aolingbroke
s work for him+ 

yielding up a kingdom while constructing metaphysical litanies" �148(- 7his is a valid 

perspective if we assume that Aolingbroke
s work ofusurpation is the point of the scene 

�as Aolingbroke and 1orthumberland certainly do(+ that the deposition is merely one 

component of a political history- 7he scene
s publication history+ however+ argues that 

this is not the case- 5er the Aritish 1ibrary
s exceptionally useful website+ which allows 

online viewing of photos of sample texts+ and side,by,side comparisons+ Rf`e^da JI first 

appeared in quarto in 0486 and 0487: these editions omit the deposition+ perhaps because+ 

as the site puts it+ "7ichard .. was seen as a politically suspect theme" �8hakespeare in 

4uarto(- It was not until the fifth quarto+ as late as 05/7+ that the deposition appeared in 

print: the text as it appears in the first folio of 0512 is currently considered authoritative- 

7he quartos were hardly the product of unreliable memorizers and rogue printers: "7he 

1ord Bhamberlain
s 2en sold a manuscript of7ichard .. to the bookseller @ndrew :ise+ 
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who paid the 8tationers
 Bompany for a licence to print the play on 18 @ugust 0486" 

�"8hakespeare in 4uarto"(- 8ubsequent editions of the quartos were authorized as well- 

@ll this simply to say that the deposition scene could be+ and was+ entirely omitted+ 

plucked out whole like a ripe fruit+ and the play would continue to be intelligible and 

worthy of performance- 7hat the scene might stand alone+ unneeded as part of the drama+ 

argues that 8hakespeare
s intention in writing it was not purely utilitarian- It was an 

artistic choice+ one made to deepen meaning+ not to satisfy history- 

It is worth noting+ too+ that "+olinshed was 8hakespeare
s chief source+ providing 

him with names and events- 7he dramatist made many changes as he created his text for 

the theatre" �"8hakespeare in 4uarto"(- +olinshed says only this regarding the 

deposition9 

---the .ing+ being now in the hands of his enemies and despairing of all comfort+ 

was easily persuaded to renounce his crown and princely pre,eminence+ so that+ in 

hope oflife only+ he agreed to all things that were ofhim demanded- @nd so ---he 

renounced and voluntarily was deposed from his royal crown and kingly 

dignity --- � qtd- in Aevington 13/( 

:e may ascertain from this that the deposition scene was entirely of 8hakespeare
s 

imagining+ and included solely for the dramatist
s own purposes- 7he scene was included 

to add richness and depth to the character+ and interest for the audience: it has no 

necessary purpose in the play if the play is simply a chronicle of events surrounding the 

life and death of 7ichard ..+ and the rise of +enry .;- 5ut simply+ 8hakespeare did not 

have to include it at all: he wrote better than he had to- 7he deposition scene is pure art+ 

and as such it is purely dedicated to the instruction of the reader- 
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"@lack+ why am . sent for to a king+ I Aefore . have shook off the regal thoughts I 

:herewith . reigned>" asks 7ichard as he enters the presence of the soon,to,be .ing 

+enry .; and his supporters �052,054(- )rom this very beginning+ 8hakespeare signals 

that the subject at hand is 7ichard himself+ and his fall from grace+ however much 

1orthumberland and +enry might care to attend matters of state- 7ichard+ in beautiful+ 

moving language worthy of the title of "metaphysical poet+" holds the stage throughout 

the scene , both in the theatrical sense and within the world of the play- 

5er the 8hakespearean instructional strategy+ intriguing ambiguities present 

themselves to the careful reader+ as 8hakespeare often colors his scenes with alternate+ 

and even contradictory+ shades of meaning- 7ichard+ having given a long speech praising 

+enry as king and debasing and denying his own estate ends thus9 "*od save .ing 

+enry+ unking
d 7ichard says+.@nd send him many years of sunshine days" �118,2/(- +e 

follows this couplet with a simple question9 ":hat more remains>" �120 (-

1orthumberland+ ever the pragmatist and impatient with this exercise in pathos+ takes 

7ichard
s question to be inquiring what else will be required of him in abdicating the 

crown+ and proffers articles to be signed- 7his is certainly a reasonable interpretation+ 

particularly on the parts of the businesslike +enry and the efficient 1orthumberland+ but 

it also carries within it a rich ambiguity+ for 7ichard may well be asking what remains of 

himself+ having declared another man to be king in defiance of what he believes to be 

*od
s will- :hat remains of 7ichard+ of the crown+ of the realm: what remains c^d them> 

7ichard is painfully alone in his struggle throughout the deposition+ suffering through a 

crisis that the others present may only dimly comprehend+ and certainly do not share in- 

7ichard may speak not to +enry and 1orthumberland and <ork+ but to himself+ to *od+ 

mailto:says+.@nd
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to fate+ and to nothing- @nd finally+ when life is gone and the husk left behind to 

decomposition+ we refer to the leavings as "remains-" 8uch an existential crisis is a very 

human+ and very poetic+ take on the deposition+ and again it is one which 8hakespeare 

could have left out entirely+ were he interested only in writing a history of the Aritish 

monarchy-

@nother almost playfully ambiguous exchange begins at line 1/8+ as Aolingbroke 

asks 7ichard+ "are you contented to resign the crown>" 7ichard replies "ay+ no: no+ ay: 

for . must nothing be" �10/(- 7his can be read superficially as the waffling of a man in 

pain forced to assent to something he would sooner not+ as in "yes+ no: no+ yes-" Aut 

when spoken aloud+ it can be heard as ". know no .:" ". do not know who . am-" 7ichard+ 

stripped of his crown+ has no firm idea who "unking
d 7ichard" may be: ". know no .+ so 

. must be nothing-" It is a dark+ nihilistic cry of despair when heard thus+ and we might 

assume that 8hakespeare kept the tradition of spoken poetry in mind as he worked- 

.nterestingly+ while the Aantam edition used as the primary text for this paper+ as well as 

Teb 1b`bee^du Se^Pbebb^db at line 1/1 and the )olger 1ibrary edition at 10/+ print the 

passage to read "ay+" as in the affirmative+ the quartos and first folio render the first, 

person pronoun+ "." �"8hakespeare in 4uarto+" )fdef )RQfR 1011(- (ven printers and 

editors have trouble pinning 8hakespeare down to a single meaning+ though it is worth 

reiterating that the quartos were authorized by 8hakespeare himself+ and the )irst )olio 

was compiled by his friends and associates+ some of whom would have played the role of 

7ichard themselves- 5resumably+ while the lines are written for recitation+ and thus 

ambiguous to a hearer+ the printing of "." instead of "ay" was meant to signal the player 

something of what he was to portray: the question at issue is not affirmation+ but identity- 
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:hile 8hakespeare is not concerned with constructing poetry as a vehicle to 

create a theological argument+ as 2ilton is+ he does present the reader with images and 

themes that are overtly religious- 4f course+ audiences and readers in the late sixteenth 

and early seventeenth centuries would have been familiar with a rich tapestry of religious 

images- :hether @nglican+ Batholic+ or Balvinist+ people in 8hakespeare
s world shared 

a Bhristian cultural mythos+ and meaning could easily be constructed from that raw 

material- 8hakespeare takes full advantage of this in writing the deposition+ and makes it 

impossible for any but a fiercely impious reader to fail to understand that+ far from 

loathing 7ichard+ 8hakespeare intends his reader to sympathize with him in the end- 

7ichard .. is a metaphorical Bhrist+ destroyed for the sake of the state+ or at least for the 

ambitious of the /udas+ Aolingbroke- .n several places throughout the play+ 7ichard refers 

to himself as ^QRfQfba or references _^QP, the oil with which one is anointed: in the 

deposition+ he says+ "with mine own tears . wash away my balm" �1/6(- 5art of a king
s 

coronation is the anointing by a clergyman+ or course+ but deeper meaning may be found 

in the simple fact that Cedfef comes from the *reek `edfefRe, "anointed one-" 7ichard has 

come to the deposition to cast himself upon a metaphorical cross+ and enter into an 

"earthy pit" �117(- @s 8herman puts it+ "7ichard loses the tincture of sovereignty that 

could give his bodily and material movements the invisible sheen by which theatre grants 

the ruse of coherent life onto what is otherwise a corpse" �12(- 

Aen :hishaw
s performance as 7ichard for the AAB
s HRQQRs CdRsQ series 

plays beautifully upon this theme+ as 7ichard+ fey and detached from the concerns that 

animate those around him+ places the crown upon his head one final time and spreads his 

arms wide in a posture reminiscent of the crucified Bhrist+ but also of classic iconography 
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of Bhrist the 7edeemer+ arms outstretched+ palms slightly raised+ as if to declare his 

presence to the world- 1ater+ as 7ichard lies in his coffin+ he is posed with knees and 

heels together+ turned aside from the waist+ in a position reminiscent of medieval 

depictions of Bhrist in the grave- 8hakespeare
s use of religious themes and imagery is 

not of a piece with 2ilton
s: whereas the latter is using his poetry to make an explicitly 

theological point+ the former is using religious imagery to make his poetry- 8hakespeare 

uses cultural artifacts already present in and understood by his audience to construct his 

poetry+ building an understanding in his audience that is not a logical argument+ but a 

poetic one- 

7he deposition scene is thus thematically tied to cultural artifacts in such a way as 

to construct meaning from them+ and it is essentially "portable:" the scene may be 

excised from the play with no injury to the plot- Id he were simply writing a history+ 

8hakespeare did not have to include it at all- 7he fact that he did is in itself an argument 

that the scene is pure art+ a little poem set amidst the history of kings: and what else is the 

purpose of a poem but to instruct and enlighten> 7he scene fits 8hakespeare
s very 

egP^Q poetic project perfectly- .t shows us,in ways both overt and so subtle they will 

nearly pass notice,what it is like to be a human being faced with wrenching change+ 

change that calls into question the very essence of one
s identity+ and the entire structure 

of the world as it has always been confidently assumed to be- 2oreover+ it finishes the 

work of "intangling" the reader+ of pulling him into the scene not merely as a passive 

perceiver+ but as an active force+ causing him to rethink his own assumptions about 

character in general+ and 7ichard in particular- .t is an experience that evokes 7ichard
s 

pain as it discomfits the reader+ forcing him out of his comfortable assumptions as 
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7ichard is tom violently from his: 7ichard .. and 8hakespeare
s audience arrive together 

at a changed character+ having together traveled a path of change and instruction- 
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	.ntroduction 
	:illiam 8hakespeare.s Rf`e^da II is often eclipsed among the histories by better, known works like HbQdu VRd Rf`e^da III, plays that offer perhaps a bit more "sound and fury" to modern audiences- Rf`e^da II is of course an important component of the saga of the Aritish monarchy that 8hakespeare constructs+ and that alone would recommend it: but it is also a very well,crafted work in its own right- It presents the audience with an opportunity to watch the destruction of a man who thought himself literally an
	7his paper will argue that 8hakespeare.s project is essentially egP^Q; to alter the words of /ohn 2ilton slightly+ 8hakespeare is out to justify the ways of men to themselves- )urther+ it will examine 8hakespeare.s PbfeRa, his strategy of "intangling" the reader+ and ultimately make an argument about the way Rf`e^da II works- 7he critical perspective developed by 2ilton scholar 8tanley )ish in his seminal 0856 book Sgdbdfeba _u SfQ, which seeks to make sense of M^d^afeb /Ref, will be considered in light of 
	8hakespeare and 2ilton .
	7here is some inherent worth in comparing the work of great poets+ particularly if they are rough contemporaries: we may glean a sense of:illiam 8hakespeare.s poetic ideals by looking briefly into his sonnets+ and by contrasting his work against similar themes in the work of another great poet of the era+ /ohn 2ilton+ but of course we must begin and end with 8hakespeare- 
	)or 8hakespeare+ his mistress. eyes are famously "nothing like the sun" .8onnet 02/+ 0(-"[+Ber breasts are dun+" and her breath "reeks" forth .2+ 7(- +er voice is not music+ and her feet are held firmly to earth like anyone else.s .0/+ 01(- 8till+ the poet swears by +eaven that he loves this very real woman better than "any she belied with false compare" .03(- 4ne gets the sense that 8hakespeare might have said "she puts her pants on one leg at a time+" had he shared our idiom- 8onnet 02/ is justifiably fam
	.n similar fashion+ 8onnet 18 .":hen in Cisgrace with )ortune and 2en.s (yes"( turns 8hakespeare.s humanism upon the narrative self: in its dreadful melancholy 8hakespeare again presents the reader with his meditations on the experience of being human- 7he poet weeps for himself in his "outcast state+" and "trouble[ sB deaf heaven 
	.n similar fashion+ 8onnet 18 .":hen in Cisgrace with )ortune and 2en.s (yes"( turns 8hakespeare.s humanism upon the narrative self: in its dreadful melancholy 8hakespeare again presents the reader with his meditations on the experience of being human- 7he poet weeps for himself in his "outcast state+" and "trouble[ sB deaf heaven 
	with [hisB bootless cries" .1,2(- +e lists his barren envy of men who have more friends+ greater talents+ better looks .4,6(- +e thinks least of those things which bring him greatest joy+ and is filled with loathing for himself .7,8(- It is certainly a bleak picture+ and readers must surely admit to having indulged such thoughts at one time or another- 7hen comes the tum: the poet takes comfort in the love of his friend+ and notably characterizes his state of mind as singing "hymns at +eaven.s gate" .01(- 7

	1iterary character before 8hakespeare is relatively unchanging: women and men are represented as ageing and dying+ but not as changing because their relationship to themselves+ rather than to the gods or *od+ has changed- .n 8hakespeare+ characters develop rather than unfold+ and they develop because they reconceive themselves ---no other writer+ before or since 8hakespeare+ had accomplishes so well the virtual miracle of creating utterly different yet self, 
	consistent voices for his more than one hundred major characters and many 
	hundreds of highly distinctive minor personages- .xvii( @s we shall see+ the reader of Rf`e^da II .or audience member+ for 8hakespeare.s plays are meant for performance( suffers along with 7ichard through his re,conception of himself: both through empathy for the character and through the re,ordering of perceptions the play forces upon the attentive spectator: it is not only 7ichard who must reconsider himself- 
	/ohn 2ilton+ by way of contrast+ writes about the human experience+ but he sees such musings as a vehicle for theological argument .and by extension+ political and social argument(- 2ilton famously attended university at Bambridge+ earning a 2aster.s degree+ and studying on his own for six years thereafter- 2ilton.s education+ and his general intellectual disposition+ suit him for the task of metaphysical abstraction- .8hakespeare did not have such an education+ though he was clearly well,read: his schoolin
	and politics" .450 (9 .
	It need hardly be said that 2ilton is continually performing political actions+ and he certainly hopes that they will have the effects he desires: nevertheless+ those effects are not what he aims at- -- what is important on any occasion is not how things have turned out- -- but whether or not one.s inner loyalties have been maintained and strengthened- 8uccess is not measured by the battles you have won or the poems you have written+ but by the strength of your testimony+ by the witness you give to what you
	that the concrete issues of the day are to be regarded as reflections of the abstractions that are the real meat of existence: if *od is the allegorical fire+ politics and history are the shadows that dance on the wall of the cavern- 7his interpretive stance is not without talented detractors+ but it is well enough for our purposes here to conclude that /ohn 2ilton is concerned with a theological understanding of the human condition in a way that :illiam 8hakespeare is not- 
	:hile 2ilton seeks to explain *od to man+ 8hakespeare seeks to explain man to himself- 8hakespeare.s interest in theology is limited: his references to the deity are made in reference to the human experience- Bonsider here Rf`e^da II, @ct ...+ scene 2-7ichard stands upon a parapet+ looking down upon +enry Aolingbroke.s ally and hatchet,man+ 1orthumberland- 7ichard+ in his armor and crown+ receives the spokesman for the would, be usurper.s army speaking in the royal second,person plural thus9 "we are amazed"
	<et know+ my master+ *od omnipotent 
	<et know+ my master+ *od omnipotent 
	.s mustering in his clouds on our behalf 

	@rmies of pestilence+ and they shall strike 
	<our children yet unborn and unbegot+ 
	7hat lift your vassal hands against my head 
	@nd threat the glory of my precious crown- .76,81( 
	:hile this speech is of a part with 8hakespeare.s characterization of 7ichard as a true believer in the divine right of kings+ it is also a comment upon human weakness: 7ichard is trapped+ outmanned+ without popular support or resources upon which to draw- 1acking materially relevant alternatives+ he falls back upon bluster+ upon the pose of affronted dignity+ and upon the desperate hope that *od is truly on his side- )or 8hakespeare.s 7ichard ..+ *od is the final answer to purely human questions- 2ilton mi
	2ilton.s 8onnet 08 speaks powerfully to the human condition as well+ but for 2ilton+ *od is not so much an answer to a human problem: rather+ lack of understanding of *od is the foundation of human problems- 7his subtle yet profound distinction is at the heart of the contrast between 8hakespeare.s human project and 2ilton.s theological one- 2ilton.s narrator+ frustrated and feeling inadequate to his duty to *od+ "fondly" looks within himself for worth .7(- +e is reminded then that *od has no need of 2ilton.
	*ive a 2an a )ish 
	8hakespeare.s project+ then+ is a human one- It is not theological at its root+ though as we have seen .and will see further(+ it does touch upon religion- 8hakespeare wants to plumb the depths of what it is like to be human+ and of what humans are like- 8hakespeare.s poetry seeks to justify the ways of men to themselves ---and to his readers- 7hough the 8hakespearean project is different in form and goal from the 2iltonian one+ the two can be united under the rubric of a common analysis9 the reader,respons
	---.0( the poem.s centre ofreference is its reader who is also its subject: .1( 2ilton.s purpose is to educate the reader to an awareness of his position and responsibilities as a fallen man+ to a sense of the distance which separates him from the innocence that was once his: .2( 2ilton.s method is to re,create in the mind of the reader .which is+ finally+ the poem.s scene( the drama of the )all+ to make him fall again exactly as @dam did and with @dam.s troubled clarity+ that is to say+ not deceived.- .0( 
	)ish goes on to explain that "2ilton consciously wants to worry the reader+ to force him to doubt the correctness of his responses+ and to bring him to the realization that his inability to read the poem with any confidence in his own perception is its focus" .3(- )ish uses 8atan.s first speech in M^d^afeb /Ref as an exemplar of what he terms "2ilton.s programme of reader harassment"9 beginning at line 73+ 8atan proclaims the virtues of 
	)ish goes on to explain that "2ilton consciously wants to worry the reader+ to force him to doubt the correctness of his responses+ and to bring him to the realization that his inability to read the poem with any confidence in his own perception is its focus" .3(- )ish uses 8atan.s first speech in M^d^afeb /Ref as an exemplar of what he terms "2ilton.s programme of reader harassment"9 beginning at line 73+ 8atan proclaims the virtues of 
	struggle against impossible odds+ of defiance+ of grim determination+ of unyielding endurance+ of brave leadership .3(- 7he reader would understandably value such virtues+ and indeed understand them to _b virtues: 2ilton.s narrative commentary+ what )ish refers to as the "epic voice+" belies that reaction in lines 015,159 

	8o spake the. @postate @ngel+ though in pain+ 
	;aunting aloud+ but rackt with deep despair- .4( 7he effect of this is meant to cause "the reader [to beB stopped short by 2ilton.s rebuke .for so it is(" .7(- :hile the reader would tend to be sympathetic to the virtues espoused .if not to the Cevil himself(+ 2ilton.s epic voice corrects that misplaced sympathy+ reminding the reader that 8atan speaks from foolish pride and despair+ not from some wellspring of bravery and fortitude- @nd so it goes+ throughout M^d^afeb /Ref; 2ilton crafts within the attentiv
	.n crafting Rf`e^da II, 8hakespeare makes exquisite use of essentially the same technique+ and he does so with a handicap that does not trouble 2ilton: in a play+ unless one works with a classical chorus or brings a character forward to provide commentary .the latter being a technique 8hakespeare does use in other works(+ the action and dialogue must imply any narrative commentary- 8hakespeare.s dramatic writing does not afford him the luxury of an "epic voice+" and so he must make his commentary more subtl
	of the reader or audience member is a development+ a following, along with the .
	characters through their own development- Aloom points out that "we are not meant to like 7ichard+" and throughout the play the king is indeed shown being a poor sovereign and an ill,formed human being+ though Aloom also allows that 7ichard is a "bad king and an interesting metaphysical poet" .142+ 138(- :hether a penchant for metaphysical poetry is meant to evoke sympathy and admiration in the audience+ or exasperation and disdain+ is a question we must consider in light of the )ishian critique: as the pla
	8hakespeare does not leave the audience bereft of conflict even at the very beginning of Rf`e^da II. (ven 0^`_bfe, renowned for its focused plot+ its action+ and its violence+ opens with a setting,of,the,scene as the "weird sisters" plot and prophesy: not so Rf`e^da II, whose opening lines drop the reader directly into the life,and,death feud between Aolingbroke and 7homas 2owbray- 
	7he 1ists .
	7he first scene of the first act revolves around the deadly,serious conflict between Aolingbroke and 2owbray+ but 7ichard does not address himself first to one of the belligerents+ but rather to /ohn of*aunt+ Cuke of1ancaster+ 7ichard.s uncle and father of+enry: indeed+ 7ichard speaks the very first words ofthe play9 "4ld /ohn of*aunt+ time,honored 1ancaster" .0 (+ inquiring of*aunt about Aolingbroke.s disposition toward the case+ as though *aunt were the master of a barking dog in need of correction- 4nly 
	7he first scene of the first act revolves around the deadly,serious conflict between Aolingbroke and 2owbray+ but 7ichard does not address himself first to one of the belligerents+ but rather to /ohn of*aunt+ Cuke of1ancaster+ 7ichard.s uncle and father of+enry: indeed+ 7ichard speaks the very first words ofthe play9 "4ld /ohn of*aunt+ time,honored 1ancaster" .0 (+ inquiring of*aunt about Aolingbroke.s disposition toward the case+ as though *aunt were the master of a barking dog in need of correction- 4nly 
	047,48(- .n the end+ the king is impotent to stop the feud: "we were born not to sue but to command: I :hich since we cannot do to make you friends+ I Ae ready+ as your lives shall answer it+" to fight in the lists at Boventry .085,87(- 

	It is not difficult to find 7ichard an unsympathetic character in this scene+ a haughty+ superior+ smirking man who finds affairs of state and dire trouble between nobles to be somewhat beneath him+ yet who also lacks sufficient personal confidence to deal directly with +enry rather than through the intermediary of *aunt- .n the end+ though .born not to sue but to command+" he cannot force his will on +ereford and 1orfolk+ and seems to lack the ability to mediate a diplomatic peace- 8hakespeare has seemingl
	It is not difficult to find 7ichard an unsympathetic character in this scene+ a haughty+ superior+ smirking man who finds affairs of state and dire trouble between nobles to be somewhat beneath him+ yet who also lacks sufficient personal confidence to deal directly with +enry rather than through the intermediary of *aunt- .n the end+ though .born not to sue but to command+" he cannot force his will on +ereford and 1orfolk+ and seems to lack the ability to mediate a diplomatic peace- 8hakespeare has seemingl
	offered is that Aolingbroke and 2owbray will yield to the king+ or they will yield to one another.s sword- 

	@nd so the first scene presents the reader with the ambiguity and nuance that 8hakespeare never shies away from: on the face of things+ we see a weak+ proud+ and ineffectual king+ but we also see clues that 7ichard may be more sympathetic than he appears at first blush- @gain+ lacking the "epic voice" 2ilton is able to employ through narration+ 8hakespeare sets up an interpretive challenge in the very acts and words of his characters+ and from the very beginning leads the reader into paths of error and self
	Idthe reader sees a weak+ vain king in scene one+ he might see a mercurial+ capricious king in scene three- Aolingbroke and 2owbray+ having come to Boventry and armed themselves for single combat as the king commanded+ are stopped at the last moment by his contrary command: the king keeps them waiting in their armor while he re,decides their fates .007,11(- @s the prospect of bloodshed comes closer into focus+ 7ichard decides that no blood should spill+ and rather banishes both noblemen from his kingdom9 +e
	Idthe reader sees a weak+ vain king in scene one+ he might see a mercurial+ capricious king in scene three- Aolingbroke and 2owbray+ having come to Boventry and armed themselves for single combat as the king commanded+ are stopped at the last moment by his contrary command: the king keeps them waiting in their armor while he re,decides their fates .007,11(- @s the prospect of bloodshed comes closer into focus+ 7ichard decides that no blood should spill+ and rather banishes both noblemen from his kingdom9 +e
	out of earshot+ 7ichard turns to *aunt+ and+ claiming a certain pity for his old uncle+ though the old man has so far made no complaint+ reduces +enry.s banishment to six years .1/7,02(- 4nly after hearing that the king may be inclined toward a change of heart does *aunt protest that his health and advanced age mean that any lengthy absence on Aolingbroke.s part will be a permanent parting of father and son .105,13(- 7ichard replies with the banal assertion that *aunt has "many years to live" .113(- *aunt+ 

	7hus has 7ichard the weak+ haughty king been revealed to be 7ichard the mercurial+ capricious king: he has ordered men to fight to the death+ only to command them+ armed and charging at one another+ to drop their weapons and attend him- +e has then rescinded his own decision of trial by combat and banished both men+ having made no attempt to determine if one has a valid claim against the other: he has shown naked favoritism toward his own cousin and cruelty to 2owbray+ to whom he owes no consanguine loyalty
	7hus has 7ichard the weak+ haughty king been revealed to be 7ichard the mercurial+ capricious king: he has ordered men to fight to the death+ only to command them+ armed and charging at one another+ to drop their weapons and attend him- +e has then rescinded his own decision of trial by combat and banished both men+ having made no attempt to determine if one has a valid claim against the other: he has shown naked favoritism toward his own cousin and cruelty to 2owbray+ to whom he owes no consanguine loyalty
	to play with them as he sees fit+ without regard for justice- 7he scheming king has removed potential threats to order in his kingdom without spilling noble blood and thus 

	stirring up the aristocracy against him- 7he reader is by now rather disgusted by 
	7ichard.s character- 
	Idwe are to be just+ however+ to the character of the king+ we may take some of his actions to reflect virtue: we commonly regard people well who take particular pains for their families: we do not approve of the unnecessary spilling of blood+ and regard poorly anyone who stands idle when violence may be avoided .never mind that the violence came at the king.s command to begin with(- :e respect mercy: even mercy applied unevenly is better than a complete lack- @nd we expect the wise statesman to deflect dis
	@n interesting thing happens as +enry leaves for his banishment: Aolingbroke.s farewell ends with a salute to (ngland herself9 "then+ (ngland.s ground+ farewell- 8weet soil+ adieu- I 2y mother and my nurse that bears me yet!" .2/5,/6(- 7his understanding of oneself as the son of the soil+ this loyalty not to the crown or to the social system but to (ngland itself will appear again amongst those in opposition to 7ichard- :here the king thinks his crown+ his station+ his sovereignty are the correct focus of l
	@n interesting thing happens as +enry leaves for his banishment: Aolingbroke.s farewell ends with a salute to (ngland herself9 "then+ (ngland.s ground+ farewell- 8weet soil+ adieu- I 2y mother and my nurse that bears me yet!" .2/5,/6(- 7his understanding of oneself as the son of the soil+ this loyalty not to the crown or to the social system but to (ngland itself will appear again amongst those in opposition to 7ichard- :here the king thinks his crown+ his station+ his sovereignty are the correct focus of l
	of it- +ere+ 8hakespeare plays a long game+ setting his reader up for later events- In the near term+ though+ the audience is about to discover more reasons to despise the king- 

	Ceath :ish .
	Cespite this section.s title+ 7ichard does not .perhaps `RQfd^ Aloom( have a wish for his own death: rather+ faced with empty coffers and with an .rish war to fund+ he wishes for the death of /ohn of *aunt- 8cene four of the first act shows 7ichard among his confidantes+ speaking with the Cuke of @umerle+ the son of his uncle the Cuke of <ork- @umerle has escorted +enry on his way to banishment: when 7ichard inquires of @umerle about Aolingbroke.s parting words+ @umerle replies+ 
	2arry+ would the word "farewell" have lengthened 
	hours 
	@nd added years to his short banishment+ 
	+e should have had a volume of farewells: 
	Aut since it would not+ he had none of me- . 05,08( @umerle is thus established as 7ichard.s close confidante and unquestioningly loyal flatterer: 7ichard chides him gently: "he is our cousin+ cousin" .1/(- 7he reader gets the impression that 7ichard is pleased with @umerle.s loyalty+ but he is also keenly aware of the consanguinity of the two men+ and that blood is the wellspring of his kinship- 7ichard was unwilling to see Aolingbroke.s blood+ so near to his own+ spilled+ but with the duke safely across t
	Bourtier *reen brings 7ichard.s .and the audiences( attention around to "the rebels which stand out in .reland+" urging that "expedient manage must be made --- I (re further leisure yield them further means I) or their advantage and <our +ighness. loss" .27,30(- 7ichard replies that "we will ourself in person to this war+" reinforcing that he is 
	Bourtier *reen brings 7ichard.s .and the audiences( attention around to "the rebels which stand out in .reland+" urging that "expedient manage must be made --- I (re further leisure yield them further means I) or their advantage and <our +ighness. loss" .27,30(- 7ichard replies that "we will ourself in person to this war+" reinforcing that he is 
	not a man of action ready to place his own person at the fore .or he would presumably be there already(+ like +enry and 2owbray had been+ though a generous reader might be inclined to credit him with brave intentions for this declaration- +e continues: 

	@nd+ for our coffer with too great a court 
	@nd liberal largesse are grown somewhat light+ 
	:e are enforced to farm our royal realm+ 
	7he revenue whereof shall furnish us 
	)or our affairs in hand- Idthat come short+ 
	4ur substitutes shall have blank charters+ 
	:hereto+ when they shall know what men are rich+ 
	7hey shall subscribe them for large sums of gold 
	@nd send them after to supply our wants: 
	)or we will make for .reland presently- .32,41( 7hus is our hypothetical generous reader immediately taught a hard lesson to the contrary: 7ichard will leave (ngland for .reland not to lead the army or to supervise the conduct of the war+ but to be elsewhere when the nobles find themselves "farmed-" .t would be difficult for the reader to like 7ichard less than immediately after this speech .though the masterful 8hakespeare does contrive to drive his audience even farther away soon enough(- 7ichard+ far fro
	)or we will make for .reland presently- .32,41( 7hus is our hypothetical generous reader immediately taught a hard lesson to the contrary: 7ichard will leave (ngland for .reland not to lead the army or to supervise the conduct of the war+ but to be elsewhere when the nobles find themselves "farmed-" .t would be difficult for the reader to like 7ichard less than immediately after this speech .though the masterful 8hakespeare does contrive to drive his audience even farther away soon enough(- 7ichard+ far fro
	ones(- +is "liberal largesse" is not apologized for+ but presented as a natural right+ and its consequences more of ^cRd`b P^Mbgdb than a fault of the king.s- 7ichard deserves money: the money has been spent: therefore+ more money will have to be raised from whatever source may be found- 4ne would think 7ichard had never heard of the 2agna Barta: certainly+ caution at least as foreign to him as is humility- / bf^f, ` .bef PRf. 

	Aushy appears then to drop a gift in 7ichard.s lap: "4ld /ohn of *aunt is grievous sick" .43(- 7ichard+ proving that an audience `RgQa find him even less sympathetic in a very short space+ replies: 
	1ow put it+ *od+ in the physician.s mind 
	7o help him to his grave immediately! 
	7he lining of his coffers shall make coats 
	7o deck our soldiers for these .rish wars- .48,51( 7his is breathtaking in its gravity: with Aolingbroke out of the way+ 7ichard will seize his inheritance the moment *aunt+ the king.s own uncle+ dies- @gain+ 7ichard seems to have little regard for the implications ofthis action among the nobility: "seems" may be well, chosen here+ though: has 7ichard+ thus far seemingly impulsive+ mercurial+ and childishly vain+ been playing a 2achiavellian "long game" since the day Aolingbroke and 2owbray threw their gage
	7o deck our soldiers for these .rish wars- .48,51( 7his is breathtaking in its gravity: with Aolingbroke out of the way+ 7ichard will seize his inheritance the moment *aunt+ the king.s own uncle+ dies- @gain+ 7ichard seems to have little regard for the implications ofthis action among the nobility: "seems" may be well, chosen here+ though: has 7ichard+ thus far seemingly impulsive+ mercurial+ and childishly vain+ been playing a 2achiavellian "long game" since the day Aolingbroke and 2owbray threw their gage
	confounds it+ leaving the reader anxiously in tension+ like a fly quivering on a spider.s silk thread- +e makes a strong point+ not about 7ichard+ but about the audience- 

	:e are shown greater caution+ but perhaps less ambivalence+ from a character when we next meet /ohn of *aunt in the first scene of act two: the old man is dying+ and thus beyond the reach of fear+ and so he plans to give 7ichard a piece of his mind9 ":ill the .ing come+ that . may breathe my last I In wholesome counsel to his unstaid youth>---7hough 7ichard my life.s counsel would not hear+ I 2y death.s sad tale my yet undeaf his ear" .0,1+ 04,05(- *aunt is speaking to the Cuke of <ork+ 7ichard.s uncle and 
	Id7ichard is the "metaphysical poet" Aloom would have him be+ then *aunt becomes in this scene the play.s pastoralist- 8hakespeare places in *aunt.s dying mouth a paean to the land itself9 
	--- this sceptered isle+ 
	7his earth of majesty+ this seat of 2ars+ .7his other (den+ demi,paradise+ .7his fortress built by 1ature for herself .@gainst infection and the hand of war+ .7his happy breed of men+ this little world+ .7his precious stone set in the silver sea --- .7his blessed plot+ this earth+ this realm+ this (ngland+ .7his nurse+ this teeming womb of royal kings ---.7his land of such dear souls+ this dear dear land ---. 3/,46( .
	1ike his son +enry+ /ohn of *aunt does not share 7ichard.s apparent regard for the person of the king as the embodiment of the state+ of (ngland itself- 7he crown is not (ngland: only (ngland is (ngland+ and *aunt.s first loyalty is to her+ not to his nephew+ not even to the system of wealth and power from which *aunt himself has so richly benefitted- :hile 7ichard himself has not even appeared in the scene as yet+ this speech is a scathing rebuke of him+ of his devotion to himself+ to his ebQc, as the whol
	1ike his son +enry+ /ohn of *aunt does not share 7ichard.s apparent regard for the person of the king as the embodiment of the state+ of (ngland itself- 7he crown is not (ngland: only (ngland is (ngland+ and *aunt.s first loyalty is to her+ not to his nephew+ not even to the system of wealth and power from which *aunt himself has so richly benefitted- :hile 7ichard himself has not even appeared in the scene as yet+ this speech is a scathing rebuke of him+ of his devotion to himself+ to his ebQc, as the whol
	shoulders" .01/,12(- 7he king speaks down to his uncle+ using the familiar "thou+" and refers to himself not merely in third person+ but as "great (dward.s son+" as though gaunt were not the equal of his own brother: the king ends with an idle threat+ outrageously claiming that it is only the king.s forbearance that keeps the Cuke of <ork.s head upon his shoulders- :nsympathetic 7ichard! )or his part+ *aunt is having none of it: 

	"4h+ spare me not+ my brother (dward.s son+ 
	)or that . was his father (dward.s son! 
	---1ive in thy shame+ but dies not shame with me! 
	7hese words thereafter thy tormentors be! , 
	Bonvey me to my bed+ then to my grave-" .013,26( <ork+ ever desperate to maintain the status quo+ begs 7ichard to "impute his words I 7o wayward sickliness and age in him- I +e loves you+ on my life+ and holds you dear I @s +arry Cuke of+ereford+ were he here" .030,33(- 7ichard+ perhaps wanting to believe that it is so+ replies+ "7ight+ you say true+" though of course a reasonable reader might well believe otherwise- 
	*uant.s affection+ or lack thereof+ immediately becomes a moot point+ however+ as 1orthumberland .who will become Aolingbroke.s hatchet,man(+ enters to tell the king that+ "all is said- I [*aunt.sB tongue is now a stringless instrument: I :ords+ life+ and all 4ld 1ancaster hath spent" .037,04/(- 7ichard.s reply to this is worth reproducing in full9 
	7he ripest fruit falls+ and so doth he: 
	+is time is spent+ our pilgrimage must be- 
	8o much for that- 1ow for our .rish wars9 
	:e must supplant those rough rug,headed kerns+ 
	:e must supplant those rough rug,headed kerns+ 
	:hich live like venom where no venom else 

	Aut only they have privilege to live- 
	@nd+ for these great affairs do ask some charge+ 
	7owards out assistance we do seize to us 
	7he plate+ coin+ revenues+ and moveables 
	:hereof our uncle of *aunt did stand possessed- .042,51( :pon <ork.s protest and prediction ofdisaster+ 7ichard reiterates "we seize into our hands I +is plate+ his goods+ his money+ and his lands" .1/8,0/(- 1o audience+ no reader can now help but detest 7ichard: what follows+ the usurpation by Aolingbroke and the deposition of the king+ can only seem like justice+ and mild justice at that- 8hakespeare does not so much refute that 7ichard deserves his fate+ as he subtly begs the audience to consider the kin
	.n this scene of tragedy and cruelty+ a more cavalier reader might think only Lll of the king+ and only well of his uncles+ but 8hakespeare.s careful construction leaves us a few things to consider: *aunt+ who appears as the tragic+ patriotic hero of this scene+ is moved to object to the king.s manifold errors only when he is dying: presumably+ *aunt remained silent while he still had much to lose+ and while 7ichard was busy ransoming his kingdom- Id*aunt is no hero+ neither is <ork+ whose attempts at peace
	4n the Aeach 
	7ichard.s frailty, and his reliance on questionable advice , is on display in a rather less nuanced form+ in the second scene of @ct .ll+ where 7ichard comes ashore upon his return from .reland: Aloom characterizes the scene as "one of the play.s great effects+ the landing of7ichard on the coast of :ales---perfectly ignorant that pragmatically he has already been deposed" .145(- In contrast with his uncle *aunt and with Aolingbroke+ who demonstrate a deep love for (ngland itself+ 7ichard opens the scene by 
	7hough rebels wound thee with their horses. hoofs-
	@s a long,parted mother with her child 
	5lays fondly with her tears and smiles in meeting+ 
	8o weeping+ smiling+ greet . thee+ my earth+ 
	@nd do thee favors with my royal hands- .6,00( 8hakespeare again does his trick of setting up the audience to think a simple thought .what a selfish oaf is 7ichard!(+ and then inviting the reader to consider a more nuanced 
	@nd do thee favors with my royal hands- .6,00( 8hakespeare again does his trick of setting up the audience to think a simple thought .what a selfish oaf is 7ichard!(+ and then inviting the reader to consider a more nuanced 
	understanding: 7ichard is shown portraying what indeed appears to be a genuine love for (ngland itself+ but with a twist: while *aunt and Aolingbroke might regard (ngland as febfd mother+ 7ichard thinks of himself+ in his divinely ordained kinship+ as being (QdQ^Qa.e mother- 7his brief interlude leaves the thoughtful reader with perhaps a bit more insight into 7ichard.s character+ and a more charitable .to 7ichard( idea of the king.s central difficulty: 7ichard thinks of his office as synonymous with his pe

	@ sea,change is rapidly approaching for 7ichard+ and we begin in this scene to see the coming,apart that he faces+ that change .rather than mere unmasking( of his character that Aloom praises so highly .xvii(- @s the scene continues+ 7ichard seems bombarded from all sides by news which shakes him down to his roots: it is painful to watch+ and the audience.s discomfort must be regarded as part of 8hakespeare.s lesson plan-
	Idthe audience is made uncomfortable+ that much more so is 7ichard: per Aloom+ "the self,destruction of 7ichard ..+ well advanced before his return+ receives its seal in the 
	Idthe audience is made uncomfortable+ that much more so is 7ichard: per Aloom+ "the self,destruction of 7ichard ..+ well advanced before his return+ receives its seal in the 
	speeches and gestures of his homecoming" .145(- Aloom.s insistence on 7ichard.s self, destruction is probably misplaced+ at least for our purposes here: the king does not+ after all+ willfully undo himself+ but is rather undone by the tragic flaw common to powerful men in literature and in life+ his pride and short,sightedness- 1or is he destroyed9 we rather see 7ichard divided+ bifurcated+ wrenched away from his foundational identity: the king is fundamentally changed and left to wonder what will become of

	7ichard+ ever mercurial and vulnerable to a certain melancholy+ is whipsawed with news and advice throughout this scene+ and the dramatic irony created by the audience.s greater knowledge of 7ichard.s circumstances makes watching the king.s pathos all the more pathos,inducing for the spectator- 7ichard allows himself to be assured by the Aishop of Barlisle that "that power that made you .ing I +ath power to keep you king in spite of all": 7ichard reassures himself that "*od for +is 7ichard hath in heavenly 
	@:2(71( 
	@:2(71( 
	Bomfort+ my liege- :hy looks your grace so pale> 

	..1* 7.B+@7C 
	Aut now the blood of twenty thousand men 
	Cid triumph in my face+ and they are fled: 
	@nd till so much blood come thither again+ 
	+ave . not reason to look pale and dead> 
	@ll souls that will be safe+ fly from my side+ 
	)or time hath set a blot upon my pride- 
	@:2(71( 
	Bomfort+ my liege- 7emember who you are- 
	..1* 7.B+@7C 
	. had forgot myself- @m . not king> 
	@wake+ thou coward majesty+ thou sleepest! .64,73( 
	7ichard assures himself that his uncle the duke of <ork has force sufficient to aid the king: immediately+ 8croop appears with more tidings- 7ichard.s allies among the nobles have lost their heads to Aolingbroke.s axe man+ and the bulk of the people support Aolingbroke .who still claims+ with almost comic hypocrisy+ to be only interested in securing his rightful title and inheritance(- 7ealizing that Aolingbroke must succeed+ 7ichard is once again devastated: "4f comfort no man speak! I 1et.s talk of graves
	also speaks of a metaphorical death+ the wrenching death of his own identity upon .
	separation from his crown- @ reader might easily think only of the former+ and consider 7ichard a contemptible coward on top of all his other failings+ but 8hakespeare hints that the grave is not the horror that cows the king+ but rather the fear that a "rough rude sea" `^Q and will wash away his balm- 7ichard.s fears are abstract+ as befits Aloom.s "metaphysical poet-" @s the reader watches+ forearmed with the knowledge of the things 7ichard is only just discovering+ his discomfort must lead to pity: the r
	7he final blow comes to 7ichard as 8croop reveals that <ork has sided with Aolingbroke: finally bereft of options and stripped of hope in anything short of divine intervention .which 7ichard still+ very literally+ hopes for(+ 7ichard turns on @umerle: 
	:hat say you now> :hat comfort have we now> 
	Ay heaven+ ..ll hate him everlastingly 
	7hat bids me be of comfort any more- 
	*o to )lint Bastle- 7here ..ll pine away ---.1/5,1/8( 
	It is at )lint castle that 7ichard will finally confront Aolingbroke+ and begin in earnest the separation of self from crown- 
	7he 5arapet+ 7he 5recipice 
	@s 7ichard finally confronts the usurper from the parapet at )lint Bastle in scene three of the third act+ the audience follows him through the slow beginnings of his transformation from .ing 7ichard to simply 7ichard- +aving set the reader up to be better disposed to 7ichard as perhaps a tragic figure rather than an object of contempt+ 8hakespeare allows the audience to explore this more deeply: he also allows the audience to feel less well,disposed toward Aolingbroke+ who does not initially confront his c
	:e are amazed: and thus long have we stood 
	7o watch the fearful bending of thy knee+ 
	Aecause we thought ourself thy lawful king- 
	@nd if we be+ how dare thy joints forget 
	7o pay their awful duty to our presence> .61,65( 
	.n 7upert *oold.s beautiful AAB adaptation+ .ing 7ichard .played by Aen :hishaw( speaks these lines while standing above the lower courtyard+ and above 1orthumberland- +e is dressed in full period armor of plate and mail+ all shining gold- @ heraldic tunic covers his chest+ and a crown encircles the base of his helm+ and golden angels flank him- .t is a visually stunning display+ and it highlights that display is all 7ichard has left to him to fight the usurper: the king presents the full regalia of his off
	.n 7upert *oold.s beautiful AAB adaptation+ .ing 7ichard .played by Aen :hishaw( speaks these lines while standing above the lower courtyard+ and above 1orthumberland- +e is dressed in full period armor of plate and mail+ all shining gold- @ heraldic tunic covers his chest+ and a crown encircles the base of his helm+ and golden angels flank him- .t is a visually stunning display+ and it highlights that display is all 7ichard has left to him to fight the usurper: the king presents the full regalia of his off
	but he goes on to make the metaphysical argument that is key to his conception of his crown and of his disintegrating self+ unimpressive as it may be to the practical and unimaginative 1orthumberland9 

	Id we not be+ show us the hand of *od 
	7hat hath dismissed us from our stewardship: 
	)or well we know+ no hand of blood and bone 
	Ban grip the sacred handle of our scepter+ 
	:nless he do profane+ steal+ or usurp- .66,70( 7ichard clearly regards his station as one conferred upon him by divinity: moreover+ he believes that rebellion against the king.s authority is literally sinful+ an attempt to thwart the very will of *od- )rom his perch atop the castle+ he warns 1orthumberland that "my master+ *od omnipotent" shall "strike I your children yet unborn and unbegot I that lift your vassal hands against my head I and threat the glory of my precious crown" .74,78(- 7his is something 
	:nless he do profane+ steal+ or usurp- .66,70( 7ichard clearly regards his station as one conferred upon him by divinity: moreover+ he believes that rebellion against the king.s authority is literally sinful+ an attempt to thwart the very will of *od- )rom his perch atop the castle+ he warns 1orthumberland that "my master+ *od omnipotent" shall "strike I your children yet unborn and unbegot I that lift your vassal hands against my head I and threat the glory of my precious crown" .74,78(- 7his is something 
	no longer a political or even religious matter+ but a bbdeRQ^Q one- 7ichard is beginning to come apart- 

	@s 7ichard struggles with this disintegration+ he must seek a separate identity+ divorced from the office of king+ struggling to determine exactly who "unking.d 7ichard" may be+ and indeed whether such a man exists at all- 4n the parapet+ we hear the voice of two 7ichards: .ing 7ichard speaks to 1orthumberland from the parapet+ while the man 7ichard speaks aside to @umerle while 1orthumberland returns to confer with Aolingbroke- .n this exchange+ 7ichard uses the first,person pronoun+ speaking as the man+ n
	7he ending of the scene indicates the completion of the initial break between man and king- 7ichard.s descent from the parapet to the lower court is symbolic of his descent from the height of power+ privilege+ and divine favor: he will henceforth leave behind .ing 7ichard and move toward the man 7ichard- 8hakespeare has invited the audience to 
	sympathize with 7ichard in his distress+ has given the audience reason to sympathize .
	with+ or at least pity+ the agonized king+ and has exposed the hypocrite Aolingbroke+ the remorseless 1orthumberland+ and the risk,averse <ork+ as far from the heroes of the tale- )rom there+ we move to 5arliament+ and the final correction- 
	:hat 2ore 7emains9 
	Ceposition and Borrection 
	7he party of the usurpers dispose of the party of the king at :estminster in the only scene of @ct .;- :hat becomes of @umerle or the bishop of Barlisle is not our great concern here: beginning at line 052+ however+ 7ichard takes the stage+ and eclipses all who share it for the duration of the fourth act+ pouring pathos across the boards in a final convulsion of separation from his crown- It is here that 7ichard truly earns the title of Pbf^beuef`^Q bRbf that Aloom bestows upon him+ and that the audience+ f
	7he party of the usurpers dispose of the party of the king at :estminster in the only scene of @ct .;- :hat becomes of @umerle or the bishop of Barlisle is not our great concern here: beginning at line 052+ however+ 7ichard takes the stage+ and eclipses all who share it for the duration of the fourth act+ pouring pathos across the boards in a final convulsion of separation from his crown- It is here that 7ichard truly earns the title of Pbf^beuef`^Q bRbf that Aloom bestows upon him+ and that the audience+ f
	who paid the 8tationers. Bompany for a licence to print the play on 18 @ugust 0486" ."8hakespeare in 4uarto"(- 8ubsequent editions of the quartos were authorized as well- @ll this simply to say that the deposition scene could be+ and was+ entirely omitted+ plucked out whole like a ripe fruit+ and the play would continue to be intelligible and worthy of performance- 7hat the scene might stand alone+ unneeded as part of the drama+ argues that 8hakespeare.s intention in writing it was not purely utilitarian- I

	It is worth noting+ too+ that "+olinshed was 8hakespeare.s chief source+ providing him with names and events- 7he dramatist made many changes as he created his text for the theatre" ."8hakespeare in 4uarto"(- +olinshed says only this regarding the deposition9 
	---the .ing+ being now in the hands of his enemies and despairing of all comfort+ 
	was easily persuaded to renounce his crown and princely pre,eminence+ so that+ in 
	hope oflife only+ he agreed to all things that were ofhim demanded- @nd so ---he 
	renounced and voluntarily was deposed from his royal crown and kingly 
	dignity --- . qtd- in Aevington 13/( :e may ascertain from this that the deposition scene was entirely of 8hakespeare.s imagining+ and included solely for the dramatist.s own purposes- 7he scene was included to add richness and depth to the character+ and interest for the audience: it has no necessary purpose in the play if the play is simply a chronicle of events surrounding the life and death of 7ichard ..+ and the rise of +enry .;- 5ut simply+ 8hakespeare did not have to include it at all: he wrote bette
	"@lack+ why am . sent for to a king+ I Aefore . have shook off the regal thoughts I :herewith . reigned>" asks 7ichard as he enters the presence of the soon,to,be .ing +enry .; and his supporters .052,054(- )rom this very beginning+ 8hakespeare signals that the subject at hand is 7ichard himself+ and his fall from grace+ however much 1orthumberland and +enry might care to attend matters of state- 7ichard+ in beautiful+ moving language worthy of the title of "metaphysical poet+" holds the stage throughout th
	5er the 8hakespearean instructional strategy+ intriguing ambiguities present themselves to the careful reader+ as 8hakespeare often colors his scenes with alternate+ and even contradictory+ shades of meaning- 7ichard+ having given a long speech praising +enry as king and debasing and denying his own estate ends thus9 "*od save .ing of sunshine days" .118,2/(- +e follows this couplet with a simple question9 ":hat more remains>" .120 (-1orthumberland+ ever the pragmatist and impatient with this exercise in pa
	5er the 8hakespearean instructional strategy+ intriguing ambiguities present themselves to the careful reader+ as 8hakespeare often colors his scenes with alternate+ and even contradictory+ shades of meaning- 7ichard+ having given a long speech praising +enry as king and debasing and denying his own estate ends thus9 "*od save .ing of sunshine days" .118,2/(- +e follows this couplet with a simple question9 ":hat more remains>" .120 (-1orthumberland+ ever the pragmatist and impatient with this exercise in pa
	+enry+ unking.d 7ichard says+.@nd send him many years 

	to fate+ and to nothing- @nd finally+ when life is gone and the husk left behind to decomposition+ we refer to the leavings as "remains-" 8uch an existential crisis is a very human+ and very poetic+ take on the deposition+ and again it is one which 8hakespeare could have left out entirely+ were he interested only in writing a history of the Aritish monarchy-

	@nother almost playfully ambiguous exchange begins at line 1/8+ as Aolingbroke asks 7ichard+ "are you contented to resign the crown>" 7ichard replies "ay+ no: no+ ay: for . must nothing be" .10/(- 7his can be read superficially as the waffling of a man in pain forced to assent to something he would sooner not+ as in "yes+ no: no+ yes-" Aut when spoken aloud+ it can be heard as ". know no .:" ". do not know who . am-" 7ichard+ stripped ofhis crown+ has no firm idea who "unking.d 7ichard" may be: ". know no .
	:hile 8hakespeare is not concerned with constructing poetry as a vehicle to create a theological argument+ as 2ilton is+ he does present the reader with images and themes that are overtly religious- 4f course+ audiences and readers in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries would have been familiar with a rich tapestry of religious images- :hether @nglican+ Batholic+ or Balvinist+ people in 8hakespeare.s world shared a Bhristian cultural mythos+ and meaning could easily be constructed from that r
	Aen :hishaw.s performance as 7ichard for the AAB.s HRQQRs CdRsQ series plays beautifully upon this theme+ as 7ichard+ fey and detached from the concerns that animate those around him+ places the crown upon his head one final time and spreads his arms wide in a posture reminiscent of the crucified Bhrist+ but also of classic iconography 
	Aen :hishaw.s performance as 7ichard for the AAB.s HRQQRs CdRsQ series plays beautifully upon this theme+ as 7ichard+ fey and detached from the concerns that animate those around him+ places the crown upon his head one final time and spreads his arms wide in a posture reminiscent of the crucified Bhrist+ but also of classic iconography 
	of Bhrist the 7edeemer+ arms outstretched+ palms slightly raised+ as if to declare his presence to the world- 1ater+ as 7ichard lies in his coffin+ he is posed with knees and heels together+ turned aside from the waist+ in a position reminiscent of medieval depictions of Bhrist in the grave- 8hakespeare.s use of religious themes and imagery is 

	not of a piece with 2ilton.s: whereas the latter is using his poetry to make an explicitly theological point+ the former is using religious imagery to make his poetry- 8hakespeare uses cultural artifacts already present in and understood by his audience to construct his poetry+ building an understanding in his audience that is not a logical argument+ but a poetic one- 
	7he deposition scene is thus thematically tied to cultural artifacts in such a way as to construct meaning from them+ and it is essentially "portable:" the scene may be excised from the play with no injury to the plot- Idhe were simply writing a history+ 8hakespeare did not have to include it at all- 7he fact that he did is in itself an argument that the scene is pure art+ a little poem set amidst the history of kings: and what else is the purpose of a poem but to instruct and enlighten> 7he scene fits 8hak
	pain as it discomfits the reader+ forcing him out of his comfortable assumptions as .
	7ichard is tom violently from his: 7ichard .. and 8hakespeare.s audience arrive together at a changed character+ having together traveled a path of change and instruction- 
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	(.ndiana :niversity+ 8outh Aend+ .ndiana 0A MdRdd^P fQ (QdQfee ,@ugust 1/04 to present 
	C:B@7.41 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	7egional Bampus *raduate )ellowship 1/05,1/06 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Cegree expected 2ay 1/06 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	2-778 *5@ 


	:niversity of Cayton 8chool of 1aw+ Cayton+ 4hio .Jgdfe DR`fRd , /anuary 1//6 .
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Cean.s 8cholarship 7ecipient 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	1ational 7rial Bompetition 2ock 7rial 7eam 1//5 

	Bompetitively selected for one of four spots on 1//5 17B team 
	Bompetitively selected for one of four spots on 1//5 17B team 
	Bompetitively selected for one of four spots on 1//5 17B team 
	o 


	5repared all phases of a civil jury trial from opening statements through closing arguments+ with a focus on proper courtroom procedure and adherence to )ederal 7ules of (vidence 
	5repared all phases of a civil jury trial from opening statements through closing arguments+ with a focus on proper courtroom procedure and adherence to )ederal 7ules of (vidence 
	o 


	Bompeted in Bleveland+ 4hio against other regional law school teams+ simulating full trials before judge.jury panels of local attorneys 
	Bompeted in Bleveland+ 4hio against other regional law school teams+ simulating full trials before judge.jury panels of local attorneys 
	o 


	5reparation and competition involved approximately ten full trials 
	5reparation and competition involved approximately ten full trials 
	o 





	+iram Bollege+ +iram+ 4hio .B^`ebQRd RcAdfe , /une 0882 .
	• 
	• 
	• 
	7eligious 8tudies major+ (nglish minor 

	• 
	• 
	5resident+ 7eligion 8ymposium 088/ to 0880 


	47+(7 (:niversity of 2ontana :estern+ DfQQRQ, 0RQf^Q^ , 1/02,1/03 
	C:B@7.41 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	A8 5rogram in (nglish & 8econdary (ducation .• *5@ 2-77 .

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Bompleted 7equirements for (nglish major 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	:orked as :riting 7utor in 1eaming Benter 


	Aall 8tate :niversity+ 0gQ`fb, IQaf^Q^-0885,0887 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	2@ 5rogram in @nthropology 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Boursework.fieldwork in Bultural & 5hysical @nthropology+ @rchaeology 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	1ambda @lpha .nternational @nthropology +onors 8ociety 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	2@ 5rogram in 7eligious 8tudies 


	/ohn Barroll :niversity+ UQfhbdeffu Hbfdefe, 2efR-0882,0883 
	@djunct )aculty IQaf^Q^ UQfhbdeffu, SRgfe BbQa, IQaf^Q^ ,@ugust 1/05 to 5resent 
	574)(88.41@1 (;5(7.(1B( 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	7aught required first,year )undamentals of Bomposition course 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	7aught full sections of approximately 1/ students each 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	7esponsible for all aspects of course design+ lecture+ and grading 


	:riting 7utor UQfhbdeffu Rc0RQf^Q^ WbefbdQ, DfQQRQ, 0RQf^Q^ , 4ctober 1/02 to @ugust 1/03 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	7ecommended by (nglish Cept- faculty for position 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	@ssisted students with writing tasks+ proofreading+ revisions 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	@ssisted students with spelling+ mechanics+ research 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	@dvised Cirector of 1eaming Benter 


	5astoral @ssistant Sf. 0^du Cegd`e, Ud_^Q^, 2efR-8eptember 1/01 to Cecember 1/01 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	1ead instructor for adult catechism classes 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	?1f & 7f grade catechism classes .@ugust 1/00 to Cecember 1/01( 
	.nstructor for 
	0


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Bollaborated with parish clergy and lay leadership to develop faith formation initiatives 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	4rganized adult faith formation events including workshops and retreats 


	8ubstitute 7eacher C^feRQf` CbQfd^Q Jd/Sd Hfde S`eRRQ, SbdfQdcfbQa, 2efR , 4ctober 1/00 to Cecember 1/01 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Bertified by 8tate of 4hio as 8hort,7erm 8ubstitute 7eacher 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Bertified by 8tate of 4hio as 1ong,7erm 8ub+ .ntegrated 1anguage @rts+ grades 6,01 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Bertified to teach in Batholic 8chools of @rchdiocese of Bincinnati 


	@ssistant 5rosecuting @ttorney Aeef^_gQ^ CRgQfu MdReb`gfRd, JbccbdeRQ, 2efR , @ugust 1//6 to 2ay 1//8 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	@ssigned to @shtabula Bounty Bourt+ (astern @rea 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	7esponsible for all phases of misdemeanor criminal prosecutions within the jurisdiction+ from charging decisions through pre,trial motions and jury or court trial 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	)elony,level responsibilities included charging and 5reliminary +earings+ presentation of cases to *rand /ury+ plea and sentencing hearings+ and second,chair participation in jury and court trials 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	(xtensive courtroom.trial experience 


	1aw Blinic .ntern UQfhbdeffu RcD^ufRQ S`eRRQ Rc/^s, D^ufRQ, 2efR ,@ugust 1//5 to /anuary 1//6 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	1icensed as 1egal .ntern by the 8upreme Bourt of 4hio 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	7epresented misdemeanor defendants through all phases of adjudication under supervision of a licensed attorney.professor 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Bonducted client interviews+ case planning+ legal research+ plea bargaining+ sentencing conferences+ and made appearances in Cayton 2unicipal Bourt as counsel of record 


	*raded "(xceptional" in the course 
	• 





